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ABSTRACT
There has been an increase in tension between the United States government and
the Islamic Republic of Iran over the past decade. A number of events including the USled invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan and the expansion of Iran’s nuclear program have
strained this fragile relationship. The U.S. and its allies contend that Iran’s nuclear
program is intended for arms proliferation while the Islamic Republic of Iran states it is
for domestic power and research. Much of this conflict has played out in news media,
which have a vital role to provide information, analysis and opportunities for dialogue as
part of democratic life. When news media fail to fulfill these obligations the
consequences can be immense as we witnessed, for example, during the build-up to the
U.S. led invasion of Iraq. In 2002 and early 2003, U.S. corporate media failed to
adequately question the Bush administration’s claim that Saddam Hussein possessed
weapons of mass destruction.
This study responds to the need to systematically assess the available news
content about this conflict. Using content analysis of two legacy U.S. news outlets, and
three outlets more focused on Iran including: one regional corporate news service, one
European citizens’ media outlet, and one lobby group for the Islamic Republic. The goal
was to compare the representation of Iran in U.S. corporate news media with available
English-language news content from the Middle East region. The primary methods were
communicative and content frame analyses and source analysis. The findings show a
significant lack of available English-language content about Iran. The majority of articles
mentioning Iran in the two selected U.S. corporate media outlets are not in-depth news
reports. In addition, all five news outlets employed the dominant frame, or status quo
perspective, and provided few alternative viewpoints.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Introduction and Context
The United States and Iran are currently at a political crossroads. The two
countries have been in conflict since 1979 when the U.S. supported shah was overthrown
by the Iranian public in the Islamic Revolution. The Shah was a brutal dictator installed
by the CIA in a 1953 coup that deposed Mohammad Mossadegh, a popularly elected
leader who wanted to nationalize Iran’s oil industry. After the shah’s overthrow, the
conservative Islamic Republic government came to power (Abrahamian 2008). The U.S.
and Islamic Republic severed diplomatic ties after the U.S. embassy in Tehran was
stormed and taken hostage shortly after the Islamic Revolution. More recently, the
Islamic Republic’s nuclear program has gained attention from the U.S. and its allies who
believe it will be used for the proliferation of nuclear arms. There is little evidence that
the Islamic Republic has ambitions to create a nuclear weapon but this has not deterred
U.S. officials from stating otherwise.
Journalists are trained to get as much information as possible about an event and
strive for objectivity in presenting both sides of the story. Their goal of gathering and
spreading information that is not easily attained by the general public makes them
important arbiters of content. True democratic governance requires transparency which is
only effective if government affairs are covered adequately by news media. Reporters
must look beyond the government’s narrative to ascertain other potential actors and
motives in the stories they cover.
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The traditional role of journalism sounds admittedly idealistic in part because it is.
Although these principles are the basic foundation of journalistic integrity, U.S. corporate
media have never been able to follow them fully. Journalists lack full objectivity in part
because they rely on a network of sources for information. To maintain relationships
with sources, news reporters must cover stories in a way that avoids “burning bridges”
with the people they rely on most. Also, due to the nature of high-level journalism and
exclusive sources, it is not always possible for a journalist to confirm the accuracy of
their information. This makes a reporter susceptible to receiving and disseminating
information that is inaccurate or serves a purpose for the source. Editorial discrestion
also plays into this problem, as the editor of a publication ultimately decides what is
published and how much prominence it is given. Although the reporter may have a
worthwhile story, the editor can decide to downplay it for any number of reasons,
including protecting other sources or advertising revenue. These factors result in a loss of
objectivity in corporate news media. McChesney sums up this concept stating, “In short,
journalism can never be an entirely neutral enterprise” (1997: 8).
Investigation is a primary component to good journalism. News at its most basic
level is simply sharing information about an event. Journalists are trained to investigate
events so they can get a full account of the story, including context, then summarize
everything into a concise, coherent report. Forgoing a comprehensive investigation will
result in an incomplete story and/or the unquestioned dissemination of one viewpoint.
This is a problem because U.S. corporate media play an influential role in affecting the
domestic and international public discourse. U.S. news outlets have considerable
freedom to question the dominant narrative of the U.S. government but have too often
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reiterated it without critique. Journalists that go against widespread belief are frequently
relegated to the back pages of print publications (Kurtz 2004). Smaller news outlets that
regularly question the U.S. government's policies or motives risk being labeled
alternative media and pushed away from the mainstream. U.S. corporate news media are
less willing to openly question the U.S. government on matters of foreign policy. This
becomes especially apparent if the leadership of the country involved has a poor
relationship with the U.S. government. If this relationship leads to armed conflict, the
U.S. government can generally cite security concerns to restrict access to information and
primary sources. This causes de facto censorship of news outlets by not allowing
journalists to investigate and question the information are given.
U.S. news media still have a job to do regardless of the obstacles they face. In
2002 and early 2003, U.S. mainstream media did not perform their duty to question the
U.S. government's belief that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). U.S.
media coverage also lacked discussion of a number of related topics, most notably a lack
of discussion regarding non-military resolutions. After the initial invasion began,
significant protests both within the United States and around the world were largely
ignored by U.S. mainstream media. There was also very little historical context provided
about regional affairs. Iraq was portrayed as a dangerous regional agressor, with little
mention of U.S. support for Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War. The failure of U.S. news
media to provide multiple perspectives of the conflict left the American and global public
ill-informed as war was looming. The Washington Post, the same publication that was
widely acclaimed for exposing the Watergate Scandal in 1972 had done the opposite in
this instance. Howard Kurtz, a Washington Post staff writer wrote an article in 2004
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about the way editors handled stories in the 2002 build-up to the invasion of Iraq. Kurtz
stated that newspaper editors pushed administration friendly reports to the front page(s),
while articles that questioned the government's position were sent to the back pages.
U.S.-Iran relations have flared-up over the past two years due to a downed U.S.
drone, an alleged assassination plot, cyberattacks and concerns over the Iranian nuclear
program. Some American and Israeli conservatives, including government leaders, are
already calling for military intervention (Cable News Network 2011, The Washington
Post 2012, The New York Times 2012, Al Jazeera 2012). Although tensions between the
U.S. government and the Islamic Republic are escalating, war does not appear to be
inevitable. U.S. news media have the ability to influence the direction of future relations
between both governments.
News media traditionally play an important role in the democratic process.
Journalists and editors are the arbiters of mainstream information, the issues they
emphasize can both influence the decisions made by policy makers and shift public
support. In some cases, this influence can go in either direction, with government
influencing the citizenry or news outlets reporting the public’s concerns to government
leaders. News media have been described as the “fourth estate” due to their un-official
position but recognized role in the civil sphere (McPhail 2002). U.S. press specifically
have been analogized as the “fourth branch of government” (outside the offical branches
of U.S. government: executive, legislative, and judicial) due to their perceived influence
in American politics. The term can be traced back to a book written by Cater (1959) and
refers to the news media’s influence as a political institution (Schudson 2002). In
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traditional normative theory, professional journalism is viewed as a “watchdog” keeping
check on the powerful individuals and institutions in the political sphere.
All news reports have some degree of bias, the direction of which can shift public
discourse and policy decisions. U.S. corporate media frequently play to the U.S.
government's advantage by following the dominant narrative on foreign policy issues. In
doing so, news outlets frequently underrepresent opposition viewpoints. U.S. press
freedom causes an illusion, in which Americans see opposing political views in the
mainstream media, and believe they are getting the full spectrum of political viewpoints
(Parenti 1998). In reality, the American public often hears from just two sides of the
political spectrum which both work within the same Washington establishment. Even
when Democrats and Republicans disagree openly, and when third-party viewpoints are
publicized, there is still a lack of external (non-U.S.) viewpoints presented.
A problem arises when news media distribute the U.S. government narrative as
fact when it is frequently based on conjecture. For instance, in the current U.S.-Iran
relationship, there is no public proof that Iran actually has military goals for their nuclear
program (Kerr 2012). Even if the Islamic Republic is trying to create a nuclear weapon,
there is no evidence they will attempt to use it in regional aggression. Despite this, U.S.
news media portray Iran as a threat to national security for the U.S. and its principal ally
in the region, namely Israel. The reports that indicate Iran is a threat are based on
information from U.S. government officials. There is an apparent conflict of interest in
U.S. media reports that are sourced almost exclusively from such government officials.
Journalists are forgoing their traditional role as fact-checkers by merely reiterating the
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positions given to them, which as the past has shown can cause severe negative
consequences.

Statement of the Problem
There is some research on the discourse used in U.S. corporate media when
reporting on the Middle East and Islam. Edward Said wrote about Orientalist discourse,
while authors such as Kassimeris & Jackson (2011), Atawneh (2009), and others
performed empirical analyses on this subject. There is less information comparing U.S.
corporate media to independent media from Iran. Although there is research about the
Islamic Republic's state-run media there is little information about independent news
outlet content. One reason for this is the lack of visibility given to small independent
news outlets especially from Iran. Another reason is the pervasive reach of the Islamic
Republic's control over news media. Certain outlets are well known as state-run media;
for instance the editor of Kayahan International is appointed by the Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Khameini. Other outlets have less apparent connections to the Islamic
Republic, such as the Iranian Students News Agency, which receives some funding from
a state-sponsored students' group.
Baghestan and Hassan (2009) provide an anlysis of the general media landscape
in Iran. Their paper provides information about media outlets available in Iran and the
Iranian laws that regulate them. The authors, however, do not address the content
produced. Oroujlou (2012) published a paper about the representation of Iran’s nuclear
energy program in American dominant media. The subject of this paper aligns with my
study, in that we are both researching the content of American dominant media in
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coverage about Iran. Oroujlou, however, only analyzes three random headlines and
provides another random list of lexical structures found in some of the news reports used
in the research. Although this is relevant for discourse analysis, I was unable to find any
comprehensive and current content analyses regarding Iran’s representation in U.S. news
media.
The goal of this project was to determine the way Iran is represented in news
media in the U.S. and news outlets in the Middle East. The other goal of the project was
to see what English content is available outside of U.S. mainstream media. In light of this
the research questions were: 1) How is Iran represented in English-language news media?
2) What content about Iran is available in English?
The study uses content analysis methods, including frame and source analysis, to
compare content from The New York Times, The Washington Post, Al Jazeera, Rooz
Online and Iran Review. The New York Times and The Washington Post are both based in
prominent U.S. cities, New York City and Washington, D.C. respectivey and will be used
to assess the U.S. dominant narrative. The other three outlets, together termed the "Iran
focused outlets" throughout the study, will be used as the other side of the comparison.
Al Jazeera is a large corporate news outlet headquartered in Doha, Qatar. Rooz Online is
based in France and uses independent reporters both outside and inside of Iran. Iran
Review states they are a non-governmental, non-partisan organization although there are
former Islamic Republic officials on the writing staff. It is unclear where Iran Review is
based, although Tehran appears to be the most likely location.
The content analysis included two types of frame analysis. The first was
communicative frame analysis, which was used to determine the style of presentation for
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each article. The communicative frames used in this project were the dominant frame,
conflict frame, investigative frame, and human interest/other frame. The second type was
a more traditional content frame analysis, which was used to identify the primary theme
of the article. Content frames are commonly used in media studies to analyze similarities
and differences in the way news events are covered by a news outlet. This is often done
by grouping together stories with a similar topic or theme, then comparing quantitative
and qualitative aspects of each category with one another. This can be used to determine
the prevalence of certain stories, what themes arise most, sources used in story creation,
and even the discourse used by journalists when reporting particular events. Both frame
analyses methods allowed me to identify aspects of the content that came up repeatedly
throughout the research sample.
Source analysis was used to analyze the ways news media learn privileged
information. The source list was tabulated based on the number of articles each source
was cited in. The research found that most reports drew their information from dominant
government sources. The four most commonly cited sources were the U.S. government,
Romney campaign, Israeli government and the Islamic Republic (government). Other
media outlets used in the sourcing of articles, as well as independent analysts, were also
listed during the data collection process. I also collected information for basic
journalistic charasterics, including headline, byline (author), contributors, dateline
(location), section/page number, and word count.
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Theoretical Framework
Antonio Gramsci’s concepts of cultural hegemony and “soft” power allow us to
understand the way the U.S. government and American businesses use hegemonic media
outlets to their advantage. Lee Artz (2003) states that capitalist forces will only succeed
hegemonically with media hegemony. U.S. corporate media are a strong hegemonic
force, spreading U.S. culture and disseminating the U.S. government narrative (Artz
2003, McPhail 2002).
The normative role of journalism is also established using Seibert et al’s (1956)
seminal work on the four theories of press-state relations. The Authoritarian theory and
Social Responsibility theory are used as the basis for the notion that professional
journalism is supposed to act as a “watchdog” on powerful individuals and institutions,
especially government (1956). The Society of Professional Journalists has a published
Code of Ethics (1996) that reinforces this widely accepted notion.
Two main critical press theories are examined, agenda-setting theory and Herman
and Chomsky’s propaganda model. Agenda-setting theory is analyzed using Cohen’s
(1963) seminal assertion that news media tell us what to think about without telling us
what to think. A study by Wanta et al (2004) showed that that news media may go
beyond setting the boundaries of public discussion to actually impact viewer opinion.
The study analyzed U.S. televions network news coverage of various nations and found
that news media may actually tell viewers “what to think” not just “what to think about”
(Wanta et al 2004: 364).
Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model lays out a number of structural factors
that impact the content of media outlets (1988). The authors call these factors the “five
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filters” that censor mainstream content so that it conforms to the interests of elite groups
and individuals, including government and big business. The propaganda model is
essential to critical press theory because it goes beyond the effects of news coverage.
The “five filters” help us establish a connection between what events are reported in the
corporate news media, how they are portrayed, and why certain events are ignored
(1988).
Edward Said introduced the concept of Orientalism (1978) to explain how “the
Orient” is portrayed by “the Occident” (or “the West”). The cultures and people East of
Europe are viewed as “external” and represented as “the other” in an effort to distance
them from “us” (1978). Although it was introduced nearly 35 years ago, this concept still
applies today, showing how American news media misrepresent Iran and Iranians in their
news coverage. Said also wrote about the way that journalists misrepresent people and
cultures due to their inability to speak the local language(s), their lack of understanding
local customs, and even their physical distance from the subjects they are reporting on
(1981).
I use Immanuel Wallerstein’s World-Systems theory (1974) to help explain the
unequal historical relationship between the United States and Iran. The U.S. is a wellestablished dominant core-state in the global political system. This lies in contrast to
Iran’s position as a semi-peripheral state trying to maintain regional political and
economic power. Although Iran is trying to become a global political contender, the U.S.
clearly plays a dominant role in the historical relationship between both nations (1974).
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Definition of Terms
I will briefly summarize some of the terms used throughout the paper. More indepth explanations of the terminology used during the course of research and in the
findings and conclusion chapters can be found in the methodology chapter.
The theoretical framework explained in the literature review chapter requires a
brief understanding of a few terms and concepts used. The term hegemony refers to the
power of one dominant group over another smaller or less-powerful group. It is used
throughout the paper in reference to the power one nation-state exhibits over another, in
this case generally referring to the United States’ power over Iran. Hegemony is as a nonviolent means of coercion, wherein dominance is established with the threat of forceful
intervention as opposed to using direct force to obtain dominance.
The discussion of hegemony that follows includes cultural hegemony and media
hegemony. Cultural hegemony is the term used to describe the force of a dominant
culture influencing and changing another culture so it begins to conform to the more
powerful one. This impacts average citizens as their historical culture begins to
homogenize with the dominant culture, or face the risk of being replaced by the dominant
culture altogether. For instance, the popularity of McDonald’s in other countries could be
considered an example of cultural hegemony, as it can diminish local competition.
Cultural hegemony is often linked to media hegemony, which is viewed as a vehicle of
cultural hegemony. Media hegemony refers to the dominance and global reach of media
outlets. In this case, the term refers to the impact of dominant U.S. media conglomerates
which literally spread the American dominant message across the planet. The popularity
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of Hollywood films, American television programs, and U.S. news outlets are all
examples of media hegemony.
Agenda setting theory is a term used in media studies for the belief that the
frequency and type of media coverage a topic receives can impact audience opinions
regarding that topic. It is theorized that the topics which receive more attention from
news media are deemed more important by audience members than topics which receive
less attention. In the literature review, I introduce a study that goes beyond this assertion
to show a correlation between the way individuals feel about a topic, in this case a
country, based on the positive or negative coverage it received.
The propaganda model is a framework for understanding the structural factors
that influence the content produced by media corporations. In 1988, Herman and
Chomsky introduced this concept in their seminal book Manufacturing Consent. The
authors provided five filters that alter and censor news media content so that it conforms
to the interests of elite individuals and institutions. These five filters include: the
influence of size, ownership and the profit orientation of news corporations; control and
censorship due to advertising and sourcing; the unequal attention given to “flak” or
negative feedback from powerful groups; and the labeling of those with dissenting
opinions to keep them on the defensive. The propaganda model also explains the
reliance on government as a primary news source due to its reliability and
newsworthiness, which contradicts the normative role of journalism as a “watchdog” or
check-and-balance on powerful institutions, specifically the U.S. federal government
(Herman and Chomsky 1988).
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Orientalism is a term used by Edward Said to indicate the misrepresentation of
other people and cultures by writers and reporters of the West. Said determined that
while misrepresentation may be expected when one does not fully understand another
culture, the imbalance of power between “the West” and “the Orient” results in further
negative consequences. These consequences include the hegemon’s ability to enforce
policies and act in a way that protects their interests at the expense of the other state.
Additionally, “othering” groups makes it easier for the hegemonic government to gain
popular support among the public to maintain dominance. As recent American history
illustrates, the can lead to the belief that using force is legitimate and necessary to protect
“ourselves” and “our interests” from the other group.
The term Iran focused outlets is used to indicate the group of three news outlets
outside of the U.S. newspapers used in this study. This term refers to Al Jazeera, Rooz
Online, and Iran Review as a single unit of analysis for comparison with the American
news media outlets.
The term content analysis is a broad phrase used in media studies to indicate the
basic approach for researching messages disseminated by media outlets. In this study,
content analysis refers to the over-arching method of research, which consisted of two
primary angles of analysis: frame analysis and source analysis.
The term frame is used in media studies to refer to the main elements of a story,
including the main subject and way in which a story is presented. The research in this
study was done using two distinct types of frames, communicative frames and content
frames. The term communicative frame was proposed by Cottle and Rai (2008) to
distinguish the way a story is reported from other styles of presentation. For instance, an
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in-depth investigative report is presented in a very different way than a human interest
story. The communicative frame is used to identify, categorize, and determine the
frequency of these differences. Each communicative frame used in this study will be
individually defined in the methodology chapter.
The content frame indicates the main actor(s) in each article and the primary
action that was performed. This allows the researcher to isolate the main point of each
article, then categorize similar stories and determine the frequency of common themes
that arise. The content frames used were: U.S. officials abroad (including U.S.
presidential candidate Mitt Romney), Iran nuclear program (including related
negotiations and sanctions), Israel as a Western ally, Iranian domestic event frame, and a
generic ‘other’ frame category.
Source analysis is a way of assessing who is cited in a story and who is ignored.
The sources used in the creation of a story can indicate which points of view the reporter
considered important enough to include, or what kind of knowledge is being privileged.
For the purposes of this study, sources speaking on behalf of the same organization or
within the same organizational framework were grouped together into a single prominent
source.

Significance
This study is important because it adds to the current limited research regarding
the differences in coverage between dominant U.S. news media and other outlets,
including regional and citizens’ media. Primarily, there is a lack of recent comprehensive
research regarding the coverage of Iran and Iranian issues in particular. The escalating
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tensions between the governments of the U.S. and Iran have caused an increase in
military threats from both sides, which could result in active hostilities and significant
regional turmoil. Additionally, as a global superpower and core state, the U.S. plays a
significant leading role in the global political system. This lies in contrast to Iran, which
is trying to maintain regional power and is already surrounded by U.S. military
installations due in part to the recent U.S.-led wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (Piven 2012).
The tumultuous relationship between both governments has been marked by this
imbalance of power, and future relations will continue to follow this course for the
forseeable future. Iran’s commitment to its nuclear program has further inflamed
tensions between both governments and raised the political stakes for both sides. This
situation requires well informed policy makers to de-escalate the tensions and ensure a
peaceful resolution.
News media play a large role in setting the public discussion and in doing so,
carry singificant influence on the beliefs of audience members, including key policy
makers. The importance of covering events in an accurate manner and holding authority
figures accountable was perhaps most evident during the build up to the invasion of Iraq.
In 2003, many U.S. legacy news media outlets acted as an echo chamber for the U.S.
government narrative regarding Iraq’s alleged weapons of mass destruction, instead of
performing their normative role as a “watchdog” on powerful elites. The consequences
were disastrous for the nation of Iraq and the credibility of U.S. foreign policy makers
abroad (Kurtz 2004).
This study seeks to examine the differences in news coverage between the top
U.S. legacy print media outlets, The New York Times and The Washington Post, and those
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of regional and citizens’ media including Al Jazeera, Rooz Online, and Iran Review. The
two U.S. newspapers are well-respected leaders in U.S. journalism, whose lead is widely
followed by other global and domestic news outlets. Both newspapers also have a wide
readership among policy makers and powerful groups, and therefore, have the ability to
set the agenda for important decision makers. Analyzing the coverage of Iran and Iranian
events in these leading publications will allow us to establish the dominant narrative of
U.S. mainstream news media regarding Iran. The other three sources will be used to
compare the way Iran is covered outside of the U.S. dominant news media.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The United States has a powerful grip on many aspects of the global political
landscape. Although there is much debate about whether or not American hegemony is
slipping, it still remains a powerful political and military force throughout the world
(Wallerstein 2003, Huntington 1988, Layne 2006, Florig 2010). This political hegemony
is very apparent in the Middle East, where foreign policy decisions made by the United
States often bring negative consequences. The Middle East region has been shaped and
reshaped in recent history by decisions and actions made by the U.S. and its allies. These
pivotal events include the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, the CIA-sponsored coup
in Iran in 1953, the military support of Iraq in the Iran-Iraq War during the 1980s, the
Persian Gulf War in the early 1990s, and the recent U.S. invasions of Iraq and
Afghanistan.
The United States has a history of being involved in nearly every major conflict in
the Middle East since World War II. The U.S. government continues to be heavily
involved in regional affairs, influencing politics, distributing financial aid, and supplying
various militaries. The U.S. government supports Israel as a close ally, which benefits
U.S. companies that provide the Israel Defense Forces with weaponry and other U.S.
based corporations (Hartung & Berrigan 2002, Graham 2004, Kelley 2012). Other U.S.
companies have greatly benefited from U.S. military action in the region. Haliburton is
the most prominent example of this, receiving well-compensated “no bid” contracts to
rebuild Iraq after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein. In wartime U.S. corporate media
benefit with increased news viewership during initial hostilities and the release of
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documentary and Hollywood feature films later (Carruthers 2008). CNN was granted
unprecedented access during the Persian Gulf War, which pushed the network to the
forefront of global news coverage as U.S. media became central to the war effort
(McPhail 2002). During the Iraq War, “The Hurt Locker” a U.S. film about a small team
of bomb-disposal soldiers stationed in Iraq, won the Academy Award for Best Picture in
early 2009.
This chapter begins by introducing a discussion of cultural hegemony and the role
the news media plays in promoting the dominant narrative. I will then establish the
accepted normative role of professional journalism in the U.S. political and civil spheres.
I will move on to introduce some key critical theories including agenda-setting theory
which allows us to see how corporate media set the limits for U.S. political discussion. I
also explain the propaganda model, which addresses the factors that alter content
produced by mainstream news media. I then discuss the impact of the news media on the
American consciousness and public diplomacy, comparing the pre-Iraq War build-up to
the current portrayal of Iran. I will then move on to discuss Edward Said’s writings on
Orientalism and media representation. I use Wallerstein’s World-Systems theory to
analyze the historical relationship between the United States and Iran, emphasizing
pivotal points of American intervention and increasing tensions. I will address more
recent foreign policy decisions made by the U.S. government that have impacted the
Middle East in many ways. I will explain why these historical factors and potential
future actions made Iran an important issue in the 2012 U.S. Presidential election. I will
conlcude the chapter by assessing some of the current complexities in the global news
media environment, explaining how they pertain to this study and what this study adds to
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the current literature.

Cultural and Media Hegemony
U.S. information and communications dominate global media. U.S. news
agencies, such as CNN and the Associated Press (AP) are large global forces, spreading
the dominant messages of U.S. capitalist culture, and effectively drowning out opposition
viewpoints (Thussu 2006). A number of communications technologies that are
considered essential today including advanced communications satellites and the Internet
were created with the U.S. military (McPhail 2002). The advancement of this technology
by U.S. companies contributed to the dominance U.S. media corporations still maintain in
the dissemination of global content. The U.S. was also the first country to establish a 24hour cable news network with Ted Turner’s founding of CNN. The Persian Gulf War
gave CNN the ability to become a leader in global news, when the network was granted
considerable access both by the U.S. and Iraqi militaries. This allowed the station to
broadcast exclusive content to a global audience from the warzone. Even the leaders of
both Iraq and the U.S. admitted they followed the war via CNN coverage. CNN
capitalized on their success and continued to expand aided by improvements in
communications satellites. This technology made it possible for CNN to report stories
instantly from anywhere in the world with only a small technical team and one reporter
(McPhail 2002). The Internet furthered this expansion in 1995 when CNN Interactive
was launched. By 2002, CNN Interactive was “the world’s leading interactive news
service” (2002:120). CNN is still the most popular online source for original news
content (Alexa 2012).
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Hollywood’s dominance in entertainment media is an indication of the United
States’ corporate role in the creation and dissemination of content. The combination of
domestic media concentration within the U.S., and the transmission of this content, is a
force of cultural hegemony. McPhail uses the term “electronic colonialism” to describe
the belief that exposure to U.S. entertainment media has “long-term consequences” for
the extension of “the West’s markets, power, and influence” (2002: 15). U.S. corporate
news media act in a similar fashion, as evidenced by The New York Times Company’s
ownership of the International Herald Tribune (CJR 2012). The shared ownership and
resources of The New York Times and International Herald Tribune highlights one avenue
for the dissemination of the dominant American perspective around the world. The close
relationship between U.S. news media and the U.S. government further indicates the
alignment between media hegemony and political hegemony.

Normative Theories of the Press
Siebert et al (1956) introduced four theories to define the ideal relationship
between the press and various state structures. These four theories comprise the basis for
normative press theory. The Authoritarian theory proposes that news media traditionally
reflect government and elite interests. The Libertarian theory is based on individualism,
where the press is free from government influence and control. The Social Responsibility
theory closely aligns with the primary elements of professional journalism. For instance,
the idea that journalists can go beyond simply reporting facts to include some level of
interpretation of those facts, provided they do so in an equitable and accurate manner.
This is also one basis for the widespread belief that journalists must act as public
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servants, providing the information necessary for an informed public to participate in the
democratic process. The Soviet Communist theory states that the country’s leadership
control news media. This differs from the Authoritarian theory in that the ruling party or
individual essentially replaces the state-apparatus and has unitary control of the press
(Siebert et al 1956).
The four theories have been adapted and critiqued by subsequent authors for a
variety of reasons. Ostini and Fung (2002) claim that the theories are limited by the
socio-political environment of the Cold War era (Ostini & Fung 2002). Akhavan-Majid
and Wolf (1991) stated that there was a lack of emphasis on economic influence caused
by differences in ownership concentration. Hachten (1981) used the four theories to
create a five-theory model, in which he placed Siebert et al’s Libertarian and Social
Responsibility theories under one concept entitled “Western” (Ostini and Fung 2002).
Hachten cited the lack of arbitrary government controls as his reason for combining these
two theories into one category (2002). In using both “positive” theories proposed by
Siebert et al (1956) to create a base for “Western” media theory, Hachten is reflecting the
traditionally positive view “Western” news media hold, in normative theory. The
traditional belief of “Western” professional journalism as free from state control and
positive for the greater public derives in part from this thought process.
McQuail (2006) listed some of the traditional social roles that professional
journalists fulfill in the course of their work. To do this, McQuail analyzed the research
of Wilhoit and Weaver (1986, 1996; Weaver 1999, etc.) and noted “recurring items of
journalistic tasks and purpose” (2006: 50). These include: acting as a check to economic
and political power, interpreting news events, critiquing the government, and setting the
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agenda for public discussion. The normative theory tradition, specifically the Libertarian
and Social Responsibility theories, are used to further the concept that U.S. mainstream
news media are a positive and important factor in American civil society. Professional
journalism follows a set of traditional beliefs that derive from such positive viewpoints.
The field operates on the premise that media outlets are a “watchdog” keeping
government power in check, while also providing the public with the information
necessary for the fulfillment of proper civic duty in a democratic society. The Society of
Professional Journalists has a code of ethics that states: “Be vigilant and courageous
about holding those with power accountable” (1996). Although romanticized, this
statement’s inclusion in the code of ethics indicates how important the “watchdog” belief
is to the field of professional journalism. The code of ethics also includes commonly
accepted tenets of professional journalism such as: verify the accuracy of information,
present opposing viewpoints, avoid misrepresenting stories, and ensure source
confidentiality when necessary.

Critical Press Theory
Agenda-setting theory shows that news media in particular are able to impact the
political spectrum by selecting what events to cover and the prominence they are given.
Bernard Cohen (1963) stated that the press “may not be successful much of the time in
telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to
think about” (1963: 13). Wanta et al (2004) later proved that the influence of news media
likely goes well beyond setting the agenda for discussion. The authors determined that
news media influence audience opinion “by providing the public with an agenda of
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attributes” about particular issues in the news (2004: 364). The researchers did this by
comparing mainstream media coverage of various countries then comparing individuals’
attitudes toward those nations. The results established a correlation between negative
news coverage and negative viewer opinion, which supports agenda-setting theory
(2004).
Collins et al (2004) state that the United States is an unchecked superpower,
which has shaped the world through its "cultural, economic and military influence"
(2004: 21). Economic and military influences have concrete and tangible aspects,
allowing them to be calculated and seen. Cultural influence is an equally strong force but
one that is more difficult to ascertain in a tangible way. Corporate media ownership and
consumption become a starting point to assess cultural hegemonic forces. Collins et al
cite Magder (2003) in stating that British and American companies "are the primary
provider(s) of...news for the entire world" (Collins 2004: 22). The authors also cite
Thussu (2003), noting that CNN reached people in 212 different countries during that
year (Collins 2004: 22).
Improvements in the Internet infrastructure, along with the spread of Internet
communications technologies, have improved the reach of corporate media, especially
those based in the U.S. and West. Currently, the top four [English] Internet news
websites (excluding aggregators) according to Alexa ratings are CNN Interactive, The
Huffington Post, BBC News, and New York Times online, three of which are
headquartered in the U.S. (Alexa 2012). The Internet allows these corporate news outlets
to rapidly produce and share content with a wide global audience. Wealthy American
corporate media outlets are able to invest heavily in websites to attract news consumers
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around the world, which allows them to maintain global news dominance (Paterson 2007
citing McChesney 2000).
Individuals can also gain power by using the Internet for their own needs, termed
“citizens’ media” by Clemencia Rodriguez (2001). Citizens’ media refers to public
participation in the creation, and often dissemination, of news content. As
communications technology improves, new ways to gather and report information
emerge. Blogs are currently a popular method of circumventing the mainstream news
media, especially in countries with firm state control of more traditional media outlets,
such as newspapers, radio and television. The Iranian ‘blogosphere’ in particular grew
rapidly and became a way for Persians both within and outside of Iran to contribute and
share news content (Berkeley 2006). Citizens’ media, along with the advancement of
smartphone technology and social networks, played a role in organizing and covering
events of recent political movements, including the Arab Spring and Occupy protests
(Batty 2011, Harlow 2011, Stelter 2011). Although citizens’ media, ethnic media, and
other similar small media outlets benefit from the Internet they do not have the significant
financial resources to compete with mainstream media.
The American corporate media apparatus plays an integral role in the hegemonic
process. Fedechko and Vandenberg, among others, argue that the U.S. corporate media
has enough influence to be considered a “fourth branch” of the United States government
(2011). The U.S. hosts a high concentration of corporate media ownership with
companies such as Comcast, News Corporation, Time Warner, The Walt Disney
Company, and Viacom. Although several of these companies are known for their
holdings in entertainment media, they own a number of television, radio, and print outlets
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that feature news content both within and outside of the United States. News Corporation
alone owns or has significant stakes in The Wall Street Journal (a staple newspaper for
the financial industry), FOX including FOX News, STAR News, Sky Network, and
HarperCollins Publishing (Columbia Journalism Review 2012). These large
conglomerate corporations are able to influence the content featured on their subsidiary
stations to protect and promote their own economic interests. The concentration of global
corporate media ownership in the U.S. also raises questions about cultural hegemony.
Collins et al cite Magder’s (2003) argument that the outward flow of information from
the U.S. indicates a force which “American[izes] global public opinion” (Collins et al
2004: 24).
Corporate media and the U.S. government have a close relationship. In normative
theory, U.S. news media are viewed as a “watchdog” or check-and-balance keeping tabs
on government affairs (Seibert et al 1956, Society of Professional Journalists 1996).
Others believe U.S. corporate news media relay information provided to them by the U.S.
government with little or no questioning of the content they are given. This aligns with
Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model framework for understanding U.S. media by
the “basic institutional structures and relationships” media companies operate within
(1988: xi). The authors argue that one function of corporate media is to “propagandize
on behalf of the powerful societal interests that control and finance them” (xi). Herman
and Chomsky define and examine a series of “filters” that alter the content of mainstream
media by marginalizing dissent and allowing elite interests to disseminate their messages.
The filters assessed are structural factors that influence content including various
business elements of corporate media and the reliance on government and “expert”
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primary sources. The authors state that “mass media are drawn into a symbiotic
relationship with powerful sources of information” due to necessity and reciprocal
interest (1988: 18). News media need a regular flow of information which they receive
from government entities and large corporations or groups. Also, government sources are
recognizable and widely deemed credible so their information can be published without
using the resources necessary to investigate and verify independent claims. This allows
the government to use news media as a tool to spread the information they wish to
publicize.
Lee Artz (2003) takes the relationship between cultural hegemony and media a
step further. He states: (emphasis added) “capitalist hegemony needs parallel media
hegemony as an institutionalized, systematic means of educating, persuading, and
representing subordinate classes to particular cultural practices within the context of
capitalist norms” (2003: 16-17). I find it important that Artz chooses the words “needs”
and “parallel” for this statement. The notion that capitalist hegemonic forces cannot
operate unilaterally but rather directly rely on symmetrical media is important. Artz’s
statement means that the spread of U.S. corporate news content is integral role to the
promotion of U.S. economic power and capitalist hegemony. In other words, the
capitalist system must expand to sustain itself (Marx 1867) and the news media must act
hegemonically in order to spread the consent required for economic expansion (Artz
2003).
The fact that U.S. news media operate in an environment with a high-level of
freedom gives them the mirage of transparency. Legacy news media are perceived as
providing a full picture of events, simply because the government does not tell them they
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cannot. This perception allows news media outlets to continue reporting the dominant
narrative in the mainstream with little direct, publicized opposition. Media outlets also
control the mainstream distribution of content and are therefore able to ignore or
downplay scrutiny of their coverage. This gives American media, and therefore the U.S.
government, the ability to use persuasion in lieu of coercion. Collins et al write that this
ability “is possibly the most significant aspect of U.S. power” (2004: 24). The ability of
such persuasion to go 'under the radar' further empowers the government and associated
media.
This comforms to Gramsci’s theory that persuasion is inherently more effective
than coercion when it comes to “soft” power (Collins et al 2004). The United States uses
the media to exert its “soft” power, both to persuade the international community and the
American public. The international community is persuaded to see things as “the
hegemon wants them to” (Collins et all 2004: 23 citing Hallin 1994) while also
convincing the U.S. public that the government is acting in everyone’s best interest. The
U.S. has repeatedly used “soft” power to its advantage for foreign policy. This is perhaps
most apparent with the U.S. inolvement in Korea and Vietnam to stop Communism,
support of Israel, and other actions in the Middle East to “spread democracy.”

News Media and American Public Consciousness
Prominent corporate news media outlets produce content that is often closely
aligned with the U.S. government perspective on a given issue. At this point, I must
address the fact that corporate news media do not always appear to follow the federal
government’s narrative. When American corporate news outlets go ‘against the grain’
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they are not necessarily going against the Washington establishment. The most notable
example of this is News Corporation’s Fox News channel. Fox News is well known,
amongst viewers and academics alike, for criticizing democratic executive
administrations. The network also accuses other mainstream news outlets of possessing a
liberal bias in their news coverage. Despite this open criticism, it is still working within
the establishment because the motive is not to question the U.S.’s hegemonic power.
In Power and the News Media, Teun A. van Dijk labels this as the "pervasive
symbolic power of the media," a term the author uses to describe his belief that news
media have no direct control over audience members but are able to reduce their
autonomy nonetheless (van Dijk 1995: 10-11). In other words, despite a lack of direct
control corporate news media have tremendous power to influence the public discussion
of events and issues. Some of this influence arises from the access that journalists have.
They are able to contact powerful groups and individuals that very few ordinary citizens
are able to. Van Dijk states, “major news media may themselves be institutions of elite
power and dominance” (1995:12). This builds on Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda
model, which states that media outlets release content that reflects elite interests and
opinions (1988).
Collins et al bolster this argument quoting Thomas Gitlin (1980: 2-3) “the mass
media produce fields of definition and association, symbol and rhetoric, through which
ideology becomes manifest and concrete” (2004: 28). The ability of media to establish a
widely accepted ideology further empowers bigger corporate news media outlets. The
authors also cite Ciaran McCullagh’s (2002: 68) writing that groups with more
institutional power have “privileged access to media coverage” (Collins et al 2004: 28).
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In summing up this argument, Collins et al state that the news media are “more apt to
follow the lead of “legitimate” elites than of dissenting voices” (Collins et al 2004: 28).
By giving elite institutions more access and control, corporate news media underrepresent
dissenting groups and as van Dijk asserts, give “ordinary people” less “influence on news
content” (1995: 12). This ties into Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model which
indicates dissenting voices are “filtered” out so elite interests can be expressed. The
authors also mention that one reason for this is the natural trust associated with large,
recognizable groups such as large corporations and government. These entities are
newsworthy and trusted so their statements and actions can be directly reported without
expending the resources necessary to investigate the claims of lesser-known dissenters
(1988).
Corporate news media also gain power through their ability to introduce and
frame public discussion. News outlets and their staff can widely publicize events they
consider newsworthy while downplaying events considered less important. This editorial
discretion applies both to the prominence or absence of entire stories, as well as to the
sources referenced and information presented within specific articles (Dijk 1995). Such
decisions are rarely evident to the public, giving the corporate news media more
persuasive power than the audience recognizes.
Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model shows that any dissenting content is
filtered so the interests of elite groups can be expressed. McChesney summarizes this
stating, “on the fundamental political issues of the day, journalism tends to conform to
elite interests, and to avoid antagonizing the powers-that-be” (1997: 17). Herring and
Robinson also summarize Chomsky’s views on the role news media play in U.S. foreign
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policy discussion:
“…there tends to be a liberal and adversarial bias in the media
which serves the crucial function of setting the boundary of critical
thought, with the truth about US foreign policy actually being located
outside of that boundary. The more that the media appear liberal and
adversarial, the better they will function in setting the boundaries of the
thinkable.”

This statement aligns with Cohen’s agenda-setting belief that news media may not
necessarily tell individuals what to think but rather what to think about.
Wayne Wanta et al propose the belief that news media are able to set the agenda
and influence opinion by providing chracteristics of important newsmakers (Wanta et al
2004). The authors researched this concept by analyzing the way various countries were
covered in the content of U.S. network newscasts from January 1 – October 15, 1998.
The researchers then compared the number of positive, negative, and netural reports for
each country to viewer attitudes towards those countries with Gallup surveying. The
findings showed a correlation between negative news coverage and negative feelings
toward a country, with Iraq receiving the most negative news reports and coming in last
in the public view survey (2004). This correlation supports agenda-setting theory
although it was not definitive throughout the findings. Iran, which came in second to last
on the public attitude findings, had less than 100 total news reports during the entire nineand-a-half month timeframe, with 71 neutral, 28 negative, and zero positive.
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News Media and Public Diplomacy
The U.S. government and U.S. corporate news media have a symbiotic
relationship (Schudson 1978, Herman & Chomsky 1988). The government needs media
to spread its message, both domestically and abroad, while news outlets feed the
American public's desire to stay informed on government affairs. This interdependent
relationship closely aligns corporate news media with government interests, at the
expense of thorough investigative journalism. In doing so, these news outlets push
American public focus toward issues important to the government and other elite groups
and individuals. The role of the U.S. press in covering business affairs has followed the
same path, according to the propaganda model (1988). Marx (1867) proposed the
concept that capitalism at its core requires expansion to maintain the system. U.S.
businesses have increasingly expanded, which has increased the demand to cover world
news affecting certain markets and aspects of American commerce. The most notable
example of this is the extensive coverage given to events that might impact oil supply and
distribution.
Foreign policy decisions rely heavily on government interests and perception. To
clarify, the U.S. government frequently pushes the image that it is acting in the best
interest of American citizens and/or the global community. The federal government has
been effectively personified as "Uncle Sam" to show a commonality with average
citizens. Executive administrations also put considerable time and effort into public
relations, hiring former advertising managers, amongst others to market and popularize
the government's agenda (Snow 2010). Thussu sums up this concept well stating:
"although the media in the West are notionally free from direct government control, they
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nevertheless act as agents to legitimize the dominant ideology" (2006: 53).
In the first line of "Limiting Democracy: The American Media's World View, and
Ours," Greenwald notes that people are resistant to the belief that their "understanding of
the political world is artificially limited" (2010: 827). He determines that this is partially
true because people do not like to think of themselves as "being propagandized or being
in some way manipulated" (2010: 827). Greenwald goes on to point out that it is quite
easy to get information outside the dominant narrative, however it requires one to believe
"there is actually a reason to do it" (2010: 828). He is essentially saying that media
audiences are so accustomed to believing we receive a wide-range of political opinion
that they often do not realize the extent of control over the content we are exposed to.
Greenwald clarifies this point using the analogy of a dog that has been trained to stop
within the confines of a fence. He argues "the fence will become unnecessary" stating
that the dog will no longer have "the desire to venture beyond" the extent of its known
world (2010: 829). Similarly, Americans do not realize they need to search beyond the
constraints of corporate media for a wider spectrum of political understanding.
Greenwald sees the basis of this belief in the way "we are taught from an early age that
free speech is our core political value" (2010: 829). This results in many American's
believing that they are exposed to a wide spectrum of political opinions, when in reality
corporate news media content is lacking in true diversity.
The dominant narrative's reverberation throughout the social sphere results in the
downplaying of alternative ideas. Political opinions outside the accepted norm are
pushed to the fringe of news content, if not censored altogether. This constant
reverberation also plays a large role in the general political apathy of many Americans.
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The stifling of content that goes against the dominant narrative, as proposed by the
propaganda model, can have much greater consequences than political apathy. The most
recent and prominent example of this was the build-up to the American invasion of Iraq.
During the media frenzy leading up to the ground war, many of the most trusted
news outlets in the U.S. ran stories based on information obtained from the Pentagon and
Bush administration. Many of the stories featured the U.S. government's account that
Iraq was producing, and in possession of, weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). To
their credit, The Washington Post published an article in 2004 criticizing their own
coverage during the prewar process. The author of the article, staff writer Howard Kurtz,
wrote that their coverage "in hindsight looks strikingly one-sided at times" (2004). He
notes a specific instance where a story that questioned the Bush administration went
unpublished until distinguished journalist Bob Woodward advocated to get it in the paper.
The story was then printed on A17, near the back of the section. Kurtz backs this up
further in an especially telling quote from his colleague:
"The paper was not front-paging stuff,"said Pentagon correspondent
Thomas Ricks. "Administration assertions were on the front page. Things
that challenged the administration were on A18 on Sunday or A24 on
Monday. There was an attitude among editors: Look, we're going to war,
why do we even worry about all this contrary stuff?"

Kurtz's piece critiques the very organizational framework within which he works.
That being said, however, it frankly sugarcoats the main point, which is the declining role
of investigative reporting and wide acceptance of the government narrative. Americans
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rely on news media, and their staff, to provide the most complete picture possible for
issues of importance. This allows the public to formulate their opinions on whether or
not an action is justifiable. In this specific case, Kurtz quotes Bob Woodward saying,
"we had no alternative sources of information... You couldn't get beyond the veneer and
hurdle of what this groupthink had already established" (2004). Woodward is referring to
the groupthink within government intelligence circles that were convinced Saddam
Hussein was stockpiling WMDs. While one can understand the difficulty in traveling to
the Middle East to obtain relevant and reliable information, in the Internet age there is
nearly always some source of alternative information. Additionally, if a journalist is able
to obtain information from secretive government intelligence officials, is it really that
difficult to get an opposing point-of-view? The evidence shows this was not a lapse in
editorial discretion, but rather complete ignorance to the traditonal role of professional
journalism by one of the predominant American news outlets.
The reason I specifically highlight the example of the invasion of Iraq is due to
the numerous parallels between the situation a decade ago and the current tensions
regarding Iran. The corporate news media has a history of "being in the government's
corner" especially during the prewar build-up to conflict. Despite the lapse in prewar
coverage, later articles that exposed the lack of WMDs received wide acclaim. It is no
secret the Islamic Republic of Iran has an active nuclear program and is expanding it in a
secretive manner (Cable News Network 2012). The Islamic Republic states their nuclear
program is for peaceful purposes, noting uses for domestic energy and medical research
(Kerr 2012). There is also no evidence that points toward the Iranian government
attempting to design, build, or test a nuclear weapon of any kind. Corporate news media
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are spreading the dominant government message without properly investigating the
claims they report. The build-up to the Iraq War a decade ago is starting to look eerily
similar to the current portrayal of Iran.

American Orientalism and American Exceptionalism
Edward Said is well known in academia for his seminal work Orientalism (1978).
Simply put, he proposes the theory that the West consistently represents cultures of the
territories to the east of Europe as external and “other.” This “othering” is not necessarily
harmful on its own, however Said states, it becomes problematic when there is an
unequal level of power and influence. The U. S. media uses simplified and sometimes
inaccurate representations of “the other” to create a gap between “us” and “them.” This
is especially apparent with mainstream news coverage of Middle Eastern nations and
people. The Middle East has many diverse groups, yet frequently U.S. news media
portray the region as one uniform entity (New York Times 2012, Washington Post 2012).
Said’s book Covering Islam (1981) set out to analyze the way the U.S. media
responds to the Muslim world. He focuses on U.S. corporate media and the language
used when covering events in the Islamic world. He notes that many journalists covering
such events are not familiar with the history of the country where they are reporting and
often do not speak the local language(s), which severely limits their ability to cover
stories. Said also argued that events which “could not easily be characterized as instances
of ‘the Islamic mentality’ or of ‘anti-Americanism’ went unnoticed” (1981: xii). In other
words, only stories that could be framed as antagonism from “the other” towards “us”
received adequate attention in mass media. By framing stories in this manner, and
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‘burying’ reports that are contrary to this narrative, U.S. corporate news coverage affirms
preset beliefs about Islam and further homogenizes public opinion.
U.S. mainstream media coverage acts as the dominant source for information
distributed to the American public. This allows news outlets to shape public discourse
and potentially have a direct impact on U.S. foreign policy decisions. Said theorized that
the coverage of Islam in the government and media are interrelated (1981). Using the
same thought process and evidence, it is easy to see how the same can be said for the
coverage of Iran. It is no coincidence that Iran is an Islamic state and is therefore viewed
by the U.S. government in a very similar fashion to the way they view the Islamic faith.
Both entities are viewed as a unified opposition force, with little or no attention given to
their internal diversity. This is evident in the news media as various opinions from
outside the dominant mainstream are simply grouped into one narrative, which the U.S.
media frames as being in opposition to U.S. government values and interests.

World-Systems Theory and History of U.S.-Iran Relationship
Immauel Wallerstein's World-Systems theory lays out a framework for geopolitical
and economic relations in which each nation falls into one of three categories based on its
influence within the system as a whole. In his analysis, the most powerful and influential
states are considered 'core' states because they have the most influence on the global
system (Wallerstein 1974). The lowest rung is known as the 'periphery' where nations
with little power, often due to weak economies and political strife, reside. The middle
category is known as the 'semi-periphery' and includes states that are generally in limbo
between the core and periphery. In a figurative- and sometimes even literal- sense the
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semi-peripheral states act as a buffer between the core and periphery. These semiperipheral nations have some economic and political influence but are not considered
trendsetters on a global level. Often these nations are regional powers, drawing the
attention of core states as rising above the smaller peripheral states, but not viewed
equally by the core states in the global political system. For semi-peripheral nations to
compete on a global level it is nearly essential that they maintain a high level of regional
dominance. Without becoming a regional powerbroker, countries of the periphery or
semi-periphery will remain ignored by the most powerful core nations. Semi-peripheral
nations with a high level of regional power, however, are more likely to be viewed as an
asset by core nations (1974).
Understanding the current state of affairs between the Islamic Republic of Iran
and the United States government requires looking at recent history. The United States
has enjoyed a strong and relatively stable domestic political environment for over a
century, however its foreign policy decisions have contributed greatly to the political
instability of Iran. Both nations were allied against mutual enemies in World War I and
World War II, but those close ties were been broken through a series of more recent
events (Abrahamian 2008). The United States and its closest allies, specifically Britain
and Israel, have provoked Iran repeatedly through political rhetoric and actions as well as
economic sanctions. Viewing this relationship through Wallerstein’s World Systems
Theory (1974), Iran is a semi-peripheral power trying to obtain regional dominance in an
effort to become an important actor in the global political system. This lies in contrast to
the U.S., which as a core state and global superpower plays a dominant role in the
unequal relationship between the nations.
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The most pivotal act of Western intervention was in 1953 with a coup sponsored
by the British and American intelligence agencies, MI6 and the CIA respectively. This
coup was carried out under the guise of protecting Iran from communism, however its
real purpose was to preserve English and American oil interests (2008). The coup was
designed to bring down Mohammad Mossadegh, the prime minister, for his
nationalization of the oil industry. After Mossadegh's forced removal from office, Reza
Shah's son and successor Muhammad Reza Shah [Pahlavi] was free to continue the
expansion his father had started over 30 years prior. He expanded the military,
bureaucracy, and court patronage system primarily with funding from increased oil
revenues (2008).
The Shah was viewed as a puppet leader for his frequent promotion of European
and U.S. interests. His efforts to modernize, and in effect Westernize, the country were
viewed negatively by many people. Under the Shah’s rule, however, the rich prospered
while poorer citizens became increasingly marginalized. The Shah's consistent alienation
of most of Iran's citizens led to growing opposition and unrest. Global attention was
drawn to human rights violations within Iran, primarily due to harsh police crackdowns
bordering on complete martial law. This led the Shah to ease some domestic restrictions
in light of the growing concerns from the global community.
The Iranian people began to openly voice their grievances about the past 50 years
of the Pahlavi dynasty. Some of these protests resulted in violent clashes with police,
further escalating the existing tensions. The final straw came when a state-controlled
newspaper reported a libelous story about Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, a notable and
beloved religious figure who had been exiled in 1963 for his denouncement of the Shah’s
+
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regime. The ensuing protests resulted in bloodshed on the streets of Qom, a religious
center of the country. The lopsided violence used against their fellow citizens intensified
the opposition movement and set up Khomeini as a common figure to rally around
(Abrahamian 2008).
The long movement, which included a number of various factions, matured and
shifted priorities from attempting to enact reforms, to calling for the immediate removal
of the Shah and the establishment of a republic. In January of 1979, the Shah fled Iran
ending the Pahlavi dynasty, and along with it, the entire 2,500 year history of Iran's
traditional system of governance. Within two weeks Khomeini returned from exile and
began work on an entirely new system of government for the state. During his 16-year
exile, Khomeini had developed a new interpretation of Shi'i Islam that expanded "clerical
jurisdiction" over all citizens, using the concept of velayat-e faqeh (2008). He used this
concept to solve the problem of central authority; utilizing clergy and an appointed
religious figure, the Supreme Leader, to keep the elected political leaders in check
(Rahigh-Aghsan & Jakobsen 2010). This interpretation was to become the basis for the
Islamic Republic that is still in use today.
Iran's Islamic Republic is a unique style of governance; it is a hybrid with aspects
of theocracy and democracy merged into one system (Abrahamian 2008). The people
elect the president, members of parliament, local council members and the Assembly of
Experts. The highest authority in the government is the Supreme Leader. He must be
Shi'ite and is selected by the Assembly of Experts. The Assembly of Experts are elected
by the populace and tasked with overseeing the Supreme Leader (Abrahamian 2008). In
a way this undermines the democratic aims of the government as the people are only
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allowed to directly elect the second in command of the nation.
The Iranian state has had a close relationship to Islam since the Safavids
established Shi’ism as the official religion in 1501 (Abrahamian 2008). Therefore, it is
no surprise that the Islamic Constitution is heavily based on the requirements of Islam
and influenced by Khomeini's velayat-e faqeh beliefs. Despite the base of conservative
Islamic values, it has some very progressive ideals for a nation in the heart of the Middle
East. The constitution has stipulations for participation of all citizens in determining the
nation's destiny, equality between men and women, and the abolition of "undesirable"
discrimination (Islamic Constitution, Article 3). It also goes on to emulate the Western
concept that innocence is assumed until guilt is proven (Article 37), but paradoxically
repeats in many instances that all of these rights must be "in conformity with Islamic
criteria" which runs the risk of reverting to shari’a law. The strict adherence to Islamic
customs enforced by Iran’s current government has strained tensions with the more
liberal West. The Islamic Republic has also carefully avoided any imperialist tendencies
from the United States.
The establishment of the Islamic Republic pushed the Iran-U.S. relationship to the
breaking point but the Iran hostage crisis broke it completely. Since the end of
diplomatic relations between the two nations, some notable events have pushed these
governments even further away from each other. In the 1980's, the U.S. supported Iraq in
the Iran-Iraq war and a U.S. Navy warship downed an Iranian passenger jet. More
recently, the United States and its allies have effectively surrounded Iran with military
installations via their campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq.
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U.S. Government and Foreign Policy
The U.S. government has been inconsistent in its foreign policy with Iran,
although generally acts in detrimental ways. For instance, former U.S. President George
W. Bush undermined the domestic reform movement within Iran when he listed the
country as part of his "Axis of Evil" in a 2002 speech (Abrahamian 2008). This
characterization by President Bush ignored the fact that, at the time, the Islamic Republic
was actually helping the U.S. State Department overthrow the Taliban in Afghanistan. A
British Intelligence analyst stated that the speech "played into the hands of the
conservatives, bolstered their anti-Americanism, and helped silence the reformers" (2008:
192). This inadvertently allowed Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to focus on
centralizing power. His centralization was marked by efforts to bring various arms of
government, especially the military, underneath his direct control (Rahigh-Aghsan &
Jakobsen 2010). This move was used by Western powers to accuse Ahmadinejad of
abusing his power, . U.S. leaders also accused the Islamic Republic of assisting the
Taliban in Afghanistan although documents recovered during the Osama Bin Laden raid
proved these claims were false (Washington Post 2012).
In December 2011 an RQ-170 unmanned spy-plane (drone) was recovered by
Islamic Republic officials, who allege it was being used to spy on their nation (Cable
News Network 2011). This incident further increased the severity of military threats
against the West and Israel. Most of the current problems between Iran and Western
powers directly revolve around Iran's perceived nuclear ambition. Iranian officials claim
they are enriching uranium solely for domestic power and research, presumably to be
used in the medical field (Kerr 2012). Many Western powers disagree with this claim,
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citing their belief that Iran's secretive nature indicates a likelihood they are trying to
develop nuclear weapons. Israel and its allies in the West are pushing international
organizations, such as the United Nations (UN), European Union (EU) and North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), to adopt tighter restrictions and consider military action.
The P5+1 nations, a group consisting of the five permanent members of the UN Security
Council (U.S., UK, France, China, and Russia) plus Germany, are handling negotiations
with the Islamic Republic. The heavy influence of Western powers in the nuclear issue
likely contributes to Iran's secrecy and perceived lack of cooperation.
Many of Iran's current suspicions and domestic problems are rooted directly in
previous Western intervention. These events include the 1953 coup, Iran-Iraq War, the
downing on Iran Air Flight 655, and more recently the capture of a U.S. reconnaissance
drone and cyber-attacks (Takeyh 2006, Abrahamian 2008, Cable News Network 2011,
The New York Times 2012). Despite many setbacks, due to domestic and international
causes, Iran has risen to become a powerful and quite independent state in the system of
regional politics. Iran is strategically located in the region, bordering the Straight of
Hormuz with wide access to the Persian Gulf sitting on a large oil supply. As a semiperipheral state and primary oil-exporter, the nation also plays a large role in the regional
and global economic systems. Tehran is a central hub in the network of Islamic
fincancial services with connections across the Middle East and North Africa. This
allows Iran to act as a power broker in the regional finance network and de facto gatekeeper to Western capital, only second in terms of connectivity to Manama, Bahrain
(Bassens et al 2009). The cumulative effect of current sanctions remains to be seen,
however at this point it appears the Islamic Republic is firm in its resolve to continue
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uranium enrichment. Thus far, the sanctions appear to be hurting average Iranian citizens
more than the government. While the resulting domestic pressure can push the Islamic
Republic towards abiding Western regulations, it also risks uniting the country against the
forces they view as another round of Western imperialism. The demonization of Iran and
its leadership by Western officials increases the likelihood of this outcome.

Iran as an Election Issue
The Associated Press published an article on October 20, 2012 about important
issues in the 2012 U.S. election. The author singled out Iran as “the most likely place for
a new U.S. military conflict” (Associated Press 2012). The prospect of a nation’s
involvement in armed conflict would be a contentious issue in many countries. With two
recent wars in the Middle East, the potential for American involvement in another armed
conflict in the region should raise eyebrows. This issue is magnified further by both
candidates’ similar stance on the Iranian nuclear program. Despite the similar rhetoric
they use, Republican and Democratic administrations have generally differed on action
when it comes to initiating conflict. This fact alone makes the issue of Iran’s nuclear
program, and perceived threat to U.S. allies, a pivotal element of election season
discussions (Associated Press 2012).
The close relationship between the United States and Israel made the Iranian
nuclear program a key discussion point in the U.S. presidential election campaign season.
As the research illustrates, some analysts, journalists, and government officials firmly
believe that Israeli escalation of regional tensions will draw the U.S. into military
conflict. Mitt Romney, the challenger to incumbent President Barack Obama, repeatedly
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highlighted his close relationship with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
challenged the president's previous actions in the region (Associated Press 2012).
Foreign policy decisions are important for each country to maintain its respective
position in the global community. The U.S. government’s position as an “unchecked
superpower” atop the international community gives its policy decisions further reach.
This does not mean the U.S. is more important than other nations in the world, however it
does mean that certain foreign policy decisions can have effects that reverberate around
the globe. For instance, U.S. financial sanctions and oil sanctions have corollary effects
on businesses both in The West and elsewhere. It must be noted, that such effects
increase in magnitude when other Western nations follow suit. This is most evident with
the European Union’s decision this past summer to begin an embargo Iranian oil (Rooz
Online 2012, Washington Post 2012, The New York Times 2012, Al Jazeera 2012).
Iran was also an important issue in the 2012 election due its potential effects for
the large number of Iranian-Americans residing across the United States. These
increasing tensions place the Iranian-American community in a unique position. Secondgeneration members frequently find that they are stuck between two different worlds,
often using the analogy that one foot is in the homeland's culture while the other is in the
host country's culture (Maghbouleh 2010). Iranian-Americans face a dichotomy unlike
any other; the countries they identify with most are becoming increasingly aggressive
towards one another - and some analysts believe that military conflict is inevitable.
While many Iranian-Americans likely identify more with Western culture than the
Islamic Republic's theocratic governance, the post-9/11 American public has been marked
by suspicion of other groups, especially people of Middle Eastern descent. Former
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President Bush's instigation of two wars in the region, combined with the unprecedented
powers of the Patriot Act, have essentially legalized racial profiling and discrimination.
Though Persians have managed to avoid many of the problems their Arab counterparts
face, an invasion of Iran could dramatically change this for them. A fact that further
increases the potential ramifications of this presidential election.

Current Complexities of News Media
Al Jazeera
Al Jazeera was launched in 1996 after receiving a $140 million investment from
the emir of Qatar and “a mandate to freely report the news” (Pintak 2010). Since its
inception, Al Jazeera has risen to become a major competitor in global news. In doing
so, the network changed the landscape of Arab media by remaining free from direct
government control. The network also grew to become a legitimate rival to dominant
global news outlets from the United States and Europe. Al Jazeera offered content from
outside the dominant narrative and emphasized the importance of showing multiple
viewpoints. This strategy led to praise from the Clinton Administration and even Israeli
government (2010). However, Al Jazeera’s coverage of political dissidents and Islamic
militants also got their reporters “banned at various times from 17 of the 22 member
countries of the Arab League,” according to Pintak (2010: 292).
As an Arab news network based in the Middle East, Al Jazeera was in a prime
position to cover regional events as the U.S. invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan unfolded.
Most notably, Al Jazeera was able to report live from Baghdad during the “shock and
awe” bombing campaign, broadcasting the effects and providing exclusive content to
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other major networks (Pintak 2002). The Bush Administration demonized the network
for its relatively uncensored coverage of aftermath of the U.S. military’s regional
campaigns. In the wake of such events, Rumsfeld and Bush have accused Al Jazeera of
creating and disseminating propaganda (2002, Control Room 2004). Administration
officials also criticized the network for fueling regional anti-Americanism by showing Al
Qaeda videos featuring Osama Bin Laden and presenting only one side in their coverage.
Handley and Rutigliano (2012) point out that “western news media have hegemonically
managed contra-flow by framing Arab networks as untrustworthy, irrational, immoral,
and unethical” (2012: 747).
Arab leaders have also criticized Al Jazeera for being too pro-American and
bending to pressure from the U.S. government to censor certain content (Jim Rutenberg
2003, Huffington Post 2011). In early 2011, the network played an integral role in the
Arab Spring, gathering information both from traditional reporting and social media, then
“disseminating information and mobilizing the masses of protesters in Tunisia”
(Khondker 2011: 676). The U.S. government’s attitudes toward Al Jazeera appeared to
shift when Secretary of State Hillary Clinton praised the network while speaking before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee: “viewership of Al Jazeera is going up in the
United States because it’s real news” (Huffington Post 2011).
A study conducted by Fahmy and Emad (2011) helped confirm Clinton’s
assertion, refuting previous claims of bias from the Bush Administration. The researchers
compared content found on Al Jazeera’s English and Arabic websites during March 2004,
about the U.S./Al Qaeda conflict. The researchers concluded that Al Jazeera “does not
produce different news coverage to Arabic- and English-speaking consumers online”
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(2011: 229). They also found that “the vast majority of those in the conflict were framed
negatively, with Al Qaeda agents portrayed more negatively than any other agent
involved in the conflict” (2011:228). Additionally, the researchers state, “the
overwhelming majority of attributed sources were from the United States and its allies”
(2011: 216). These findings contradict previous statements by the Bush Administration
that Al Jazeera had been disseminating anti-American propaganda.
Al Jazeera successfully weathered the criticism that was lobbed its way the Bush
Administration, U.S. corporate news outlets, and Arab governments alike. The network,
although still controversial to some, has become a serious competitor in global news
media. The rise of Al Jazeera has led to the establishment of other Arab news media,
such as its main competitor, the Saudi Arabian network Al Arabiya (Pintak 2010). While
there is competition amongst Arab news outlets, the more dominant Al Jazeera has
changed global news media with its direct challenge to the hegemony of U.S. and
European news outlets.

Bloggers
The Internet provides a forum for individuals to produce and disseminate content
more effectively than was previously possible. The ability to transmit information
instantly has transformed the way news is shared on many levels. News outlets have
always been able to reach audience members but the Internet now allows individuals to
connect directly with one another more efficiently. This phenomenon has allowed
previously passive consumers of news content to create and widely disseminate their own
messages on a global scale. The Internet also provides a certain level of anonymity,
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which has become increasingly useful for individuals living under restrictive
governments.
Blogging is now a common way for people to create and share content outside of
traditional news media. Iran has an active blogging community, that grew rapidly due to
the low overhead required to start a blog and the dominance of state run media (Khiabany
& Sreberny 2007). Since 2001, Islamic Republic officials have tried to stop the spread
and popularity of weblogs. This effort intensified in 2004, when authorities began to
arrest and imprison the authors of various weblogs under charges including espionage
(Semati 2007). This caused some news blogs within Iran to shut down however many
blogs based outside of Iran are still in operation.

Previous Research
This study was conducted to fill a very specific gap in the existing research
regarding the coverage of issues specific to Iran in U.S. legacy print media. The goal of
this study is to compare the content of this coverage with the content of regional and
citizens’ media that are more focused on Iranian issues. There is a large amount of
previous research regarding “Western” media coverage of the Middle East, however, the
bulk of this research is not applicable to this study for any number of reasons. First, a
significant portion of the available research focuses on discourse analysis, instead of
content analysis, which I use in this study. Second, another large group of the existing
research focuses specifically on Arab nations as opposed to Iran, which is Persian. Some
more recent examples include Atawneh (2009) and Kassimeris and Jackson (2011).
Third, a portion of the research that does focus on coverage of Iran only looks at Iranian
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state-run news media or non-print U.S. news media. Dehghan (2001), Bahrampour
(2000), and Tabaar (2005) are all studies that only analyze Iranian state-run media.
Wanta et al (2004) was used in this study for context on agenda-setting theory, however
its contribution to the research topic is limited by its emphasis on television news media.
Most of the existing research that was otherwise relevant to this study either used
outdated samples, a very small sample size, or analyzed a specific event instead of a
timeframe approach. For example, Roushanzamir (2004) was an analysis of coverage of
Iranian women that used a sample from 1995-1998. Oroujlou (2012) was a content
analysis regarding the Iranian nuclear program, however the study featured a sample size
of only three U.S. newspaper headlines. Peh and Melkote (1991) analyzed news
coverage from The New York Times, The Washington Post, and The Los Angeles Times,
but only for stories about the downing of a Korean Airliner by the Soviets in 1983 and
the downing of Iranian Air Flight 655 by the U.S. Navy in 1988. This study aims to
provide more current and comprehensive research to the previous literature about news
media coverage of Iran and Iranian issues.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This research project was designed to examine a sample of available English language
media to assess how Iran is represented. The second goal was to see what content is
available to English speaking audiences. This research project assessed general
characteristics of each article and used content analysis, specifically frame and source
analysis, to compare news reports about Iran from five different news media outlets. I
analyzed all of the articles by comparing characteristics commonly used in journalism, such
as the headline, byline (author), contributors, dateline (location), section/page number and
word count.
I used two types of frames for the content analysis, communicative frames and content
frames. The communicative frame is used to indicate what type of news article the report
shows. This is different from content frames, which are used to organize the main topic in
each article. Source analysis was used to determine which prominent sources were
frequently included in articles and which viewpoints were excluded.
The news media outlets used to represent the dominant U.S. narrative were The New
York Times and The Washington Post. Both news outlets are considered prominent print
publications within the United States and each has the means to adequately cover
international stories. They are also well-respected publications with a global reach
(Chomsky 1997, McPhail 2002). The ‘Iran focused’ media group included, Al Jazeera,
another prominent global news outlet based in Doha, Qatar that frequently covers events in
the Middle East. Since its inception in 1996, Al Jazeera has been a counter balance to
Western corporate media. Another outlet in this group was Rooz Online, a web-based
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publication that is headquartered in France and utilizes journalists both from within and
outside of Iran. Rooz Online’s website indicates they are a platform for the reform
movement and emphasize human rights and freedom. Rooz Online is an example of
citizens’ media, which balances against state and corporate news outlets. The third outlet
was Iran Review, a website that was discovered to have ties to the Islamic Republic and
appears to be headquartered in Tehran. Iran Review is representative of the Islamic
Republic’s pervasive reach in the media sphere; the website appears to be a non-partisan
group however at least two of their staff writers are former Islamic Republic officials.
First, I will explain why I decided to use content analysis for this project. I will then
go into detail about the communicative frames and content frames used in the project and
explain the source analysis. I will also list the methods used to gather the research sample
and how I analyzed the content within it.

Content Analysis
Max Weber initially introduced the basis of this concept in 1910. Deacon et al (citing
Holsti 1969) state that "content analysis is employed across the social and human sciences,
[but] its natural domain is communication, media and cultural studies" (Deacon et al 2007:
119). The study I am conducting incorporates aspects from all three genres, making content
analysis the ideal method to answer the research questions I pose. In addition, they cite
Gerbner (1969) and note that this method "aims to produce 'a big picture' [and] is well suited
to dealing with the 'massness' of the mass media" (Deacon et al 2007: 119). Content analysis
allows the researcher to draw findings from a large amount of information in a relatively
organized fashion by selecting a smaller representative sample. While other methods utilize a
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smaller sample in a similar fashion, content analysis allows the researcher to emphasize
relevant data.
Content analysis also allows the researcher to use deductive reasoning to note the themes as
they emerge. In this way, it allows the content to guide the analysis. In Researching
Communications, the authors state that the main purpose of content analysis is to apply the
interpretive nature of "scientific inquiry" into the social sciences (Deacon et al 2007).
For example, content analysis is a way to look more closely at the creation of news articles
and determine which topics and themes arise. In other words, content analysis allows the
researcher to identify patterns across many different news articles, which are neither
assembled together in space or time. This differs from discourse analysis, which focuses on
analyzing the wording used in a sample of media content. While strong rhetoric and symbolic
wording are often recognizable, other elements of a story, such as the larger patterns in
selection of news frames and sources of knowledge, are also very important.
Another reason discourse analysis was not pursued is due to the amount of available
research on this topic. Edward Said discussed the importance of discourse used in
describing the region over three decades ago. Since Said brought attention to the issue, the
discourse used to externalize and “other” peoples of the Middle East have been studied
many times. The increase in upheaval in the Middle East over the past decade, including the
Western-led conflicts in the region, have brought even more attention to this subject. A
number of scholars including Atawneh (2009), Kassimeris and Jackson (2011) and Oroujlou
(2012) conducted discourse analyses on Western-media coverage of the region.
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Drawbacks of Content Analysis
Content analysis is used to draw patterns and themes from a sample of articles, which
can then be applied to the greater universe of content. Using any sample-based approach
runs the risk of skewed results simply due to the nature of drawing large conclusions from a
smaller data set. Certain aspects of content analysis heavily rely on researcher judgment,
specifically for defining applicable categories and grouping articles appropriately.
Quantitative elements are clearly defined whereas qualitative aspects are more susceptible to
researcher bias. Every researcher has a unique background and set of beliefs that influence
the way they view the world. Researchers run the risk of seeing the same content in various
ways. It would be ideal to have multiple researchers analyze the data separately then discuss
their findings and formulate a consensus opinion. Due to the limitations and scope of this
project, using a single researcher was necessary. Content analysis is highly subjective,
however I did my best to make choices that were transparent to any observer and would be
replicated by another researcher.

Frame Analysis
Frame analysis is a method used to organize and then compare specific elements of
the content. This method was developed by Ernest Goffman who viewed it as a way "to try
to isolate some of the basic frameworks of understanding available in our society for making
sense out of events and to analyze the special vulnerabilities to which these frames of
reference are subject" (Deacon et al 2007, Goffman 1974: 10-11). In applying Goffman's
concept to mass media studies, "making sense out of events" is the primary goal of
journalism and the analysis of it. News media are designed to circulate information about
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events, and in turn, the recipient of such content is trying to understand what occurred and
why it is of importance. The goal of research is to determine the underlying meaning of the
content produced and how this impacts its recipients.
Teun van Dijk states that "understanding a news report means that readers are able to
construct a model in their minds of the events the news report is about" (Van Dijk 1995: 14).
He believes that in writing stories, journalists essentially create a model of the event in their
mind, specifically answering the cornerstone questions of journalism: who, what, where,
when, why and how. Then the journalist relays the model of the event, which "may also
include their opinions about the event" (1995: 14). Frame analysis is a way of discerning
the basic model used for each report, and then determining relevant criteria that can be used
to group and compare the news frames across different reports.
Simply put, the frame tells us "what the text says and how it is said," providing the
"basic idea, outline, or plan" (Deacon et al 2007: 160). The frame becomes a "structuring
device" that provides shape to an issue. According to Goffman, the frame also defines
"which parts of reality become noticed" (1974). In analyzing frames, the researcher takes
note of what is included in the content, and equally important, what information is omitted
or underrepresented. This makes it a more relevant comparison of the overall message than
discourse analysis. The actual categorization of frames can take numerous forms depending
on the type of content a researcher is assessing.

Communicative Frames
In a recent analysis of global 24/7 news providers Cottle and Rai propose the concept
of communicative frames (2008). They distinguish communicative frames from 'media
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frames':
"Unlike conventional academic thinking about 'news frames' which are
generally seen as issue-specific, discourse-dependent and, frequently,
relatively closed (Entman, 1993; Gitlin, 2003: 6-7), our conception of
'communicative frames' refers to the established repertoire of communicative
structures deployed by news professionals and which serve to organize and
facilitate news presentations and delivery" (2008: 166).
More open-ended, communicative frames include the entire universe of news story
types, which allows researchers to analyze the thematic content and the way the story is
constructed and presented. This lies in opposition to more traditional content frames, which
focus entirely on the topical theme of the content. Cottle and Rai distinguished between two
main categories of news reporting in their study of global news channels (2008: 167). The
first, "the classic reporting frame" includes five different frames, ‘dominant, contest,
contention, campaigning, and expose/investigative.’ The second category is "based more on
'cultural display' than reporting information" and includes ‘community service, collective
interests, cultural recognition and mythic tales’ (2008: 167).
Cottle and Rai define the dominant frame as "stories that are clearly dominated and
defined by a single external news source" (2008: 168). In this study most of the stories in this
category solely cite the U.S. government or closely affiliated offices/officials for their source
material. The contest and contention frames are very similar. Both frames are marked by
stories featuring "opposing views and arguments" the difference being "binary opposition" for
the contest frame, whereas "a more complex array of contending views" is used in the
contention frame (2008: 169). The expose/investigation frame includes stories that "uncover
information and practices that would not otherwise be revealed" (2008: 169). This frame
includes "traditional investigative journalism" and allows the public to learn more in-depth
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information about an issue than other media generally report. The frames in the ‘cultural
display’ category are essentially different varieties of human interest-style stories.
This study is centered on relevant news reports that feature issues about Iran, most of
which fall under the general 'reporting frame' category. In light of this, I kept the dominant
frame, combined `contest’ and `contention’ into one frame entitled conflict frame and
maintained the `expose/investigation frame’ simply calling it the investigative frame. The
`campaigning frame’ defined as "declar[ing] the news outlet's stance on a particular issue"
was deemed irrelevant for the purposes of my research because opinion/editorial pieces were
ruled out of the sample (2008:169). The human interest/other frame incorporates stories
that do not fit into any of the aforementioned reporting frames. This includes all of the
'cultural display' frame categories listed by Cottle and Rai.
One source, Iran Review, could potentially be grouped into the campaign frame
category, as it was later believed to be a lobby group due to its direct ties to the Islamic
Republic of Iran. It was however decided that these stories fit more appropriately into the
dominant frame category because in their articles, the group does not state their endorsement
of specific ideas but rather pushes an agenda related to that of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
in a more subtle fashion. If an article had aspects of more than one communicative frame, it
was grouped into the most applicable frame.

Content Frames
The content frames were determined by writing a one-sentence summary of each
article that included the primary action done and the main subject that performed that action.
This allowed me to isolate the main point and establish basic content frames for
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categorization. Each article was then grouped into a frame marked by relative similarities.
Many of the articles matched elements of more than one frame; unlike the communicative
frame portion, for this part of the analysis I tallied articles as belonging to each applicable
frame. It was determined that five frames (plus an 'other' category) would be adequate for
grouping. I was able to compare all five news outlets using the same content frames. These
frames were: U.S. officials [trips] abroad, Iran’s nuclear program (and associated
negotiations or sanctions), the U.S. presidential election, Israel as a Western ally, Iranian
domestic event, and a generic 'other' category.

Research Sample Collection Process
The United States has a large number of media outlets, many of which could be used
to establish the dominant U.S. narrative for this topic. A comprehensive and complete
analysis of the wide corporate media spectrum would be a Herculean task. Determining
which media outlets most adequately represent the dominant U.S. narrative, while
maintaining a suitable amount of content for a thorough and practical analysis was an
important initial step. First, I selected to focus on the legacy print media, as this makes it
easier to assess each article. In addition, although there are a fast growing number of other
digital news outlets, many of them continue to draw from the legacy news media for their
content (Pew).
Social media is currently a popular, and growing, method for spreading content.
However, this was quickly ruled out as a viable option for this study for a few reasons.
First, the frequently changing nature of social media content makes it considerably more
difficult to thoroughly and concretely analyze. Second, social media users do not frequently
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produce investigative news content and they reliable sources due to the general anonymity
digital networks provide. Third, the focus of this research on English-language content
played a factor in the decision to avoid social media content. That being said, social media
is frequently used to distribute content, which has been produced and/or shared by other
sources, making it important to mention. Individual blogs not affiliated with the media
outlets that were eventually selected, were also excluded for similar reasons.
Television media were also ruled out, in part due to the difficulty of accurately
assessing messages repeatedly. U.S. corporate news media operate in a ‘24/7’ environment
– with messages, sometimes convoluted and inaccurate, bombarding the public at an
astounding rate. The topic of this paper, which includes looking at more than a singular
event between the United States and Iran, is simply too broad to include such a large amount
of content. A three-month time frame was chosen in lieu of assessing a single event to
gather a more robust sample.
It was determined that very prominent U.S. print media would be the most practical
way to gain a representative determination of the American corporate media narrative. In
light of this, The New York Times and Washington Post were selected as they are widely
considered to be leading publications within the United States and abroad. These papers
have a strong history and well respected both in journalism circles and by the mainstream
public. It is not uncommon for other news outlets to pull material from The New York Times
and The Washington Post; citing these legacy sources can give a story an extra level of
credibility.
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U.S. Corporate Media
The focus of this project is centered on media portrayal of issues facing Iran, during
the summer of a U.S. presidential election season. For this reason, the timeframe decided
upon was May 1 through August 1 of 2012. LexisNexis database was used to compile an
adequate sample. Each publication was queried for the aforementioned date range with the
keywords both “Iran” and “election” appearing in the article at some point. The initial
search conducted for The New York Times yielded 156 articles for potential analysis. The
Washington Post was queried using the exact same criteria and yielded 128 results for a
potential sample.
Each article was then assessed and organized based on its inclusion in or exclusion
from the actual research sample. The first step was to remove articles listed as opinion
and/or editorial to ensure the research sample only included articles labeled as news stories.
There were 27 stories in The New York Times and 19 in The Washington Post removed for
this reason. Additionally, some of the results from LexisNexis were picked up due to the
word “Iran” or “election” showing up in the text below a story, to highlight or advertise a
different article. These articles were also promptly removed because they did not pertain to
the topic. The research sample was further narrowed down by whittling out articles that had
only a single vague mention of Iran or issues pertaining to Iran. Although single mentions
like this may have relevance for a discourse analysis, they were removed in an effort to
evaluate articles primarily about Iran in a more in-depth way. The presumption was that
articles with multiple mentions are more likely to address issues pertaining directly to Iran
and therefore more likely to provide accurate data regarding article sourcing. Articles that
were pulled directly from wire services were also removed, in favor of focusing on original
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content from each publication. After skimming through articles that were not immediately
removed, the research sample was further narrowed down by removing irrelevant articles.
For instance, some stories were duplicates, with the same story appearing twice in the
LexisNexis results. Also, there were a few obituary pieces, one for a figure in the IranContra scandal, another for a journalist who had covered some events in Iran decades ago.
One article mentioned the 2007 film Persepolis and had no other mentions of Iran. Several
of the results from LexisNexis were also short advertisements for articles in that newspaper
issue, similar to what appears on the cover page of many newspapers. The final research
sample was 36 articles from The New York Times, and 30 articles from The Washington
Post.
For every article, included and excluded from the research sample, the headline,
byline, contributors, dateline, section and page number, word count, and date were recorded.
Some articles did not clearly list certain attributes, however the information available was
recorded as completely as possible. The available information was recorded and organized
on a spreadsheet for clarity and easy reference. After establishing a concise representative
sample from each publication, every article within the actual research sample was then
printed and read thoroughly, paying special attention to the frame of the article and sources
used in the story’s creation. After reading each article, a one-sentence summary was written
in column next to the other attributes. This was used as the basis for the content frame
analysis.

Iran Focused Media
The Islamic Republic of Iran has a pervasive and often direct influence on Iran’s
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domestic media. LexisNexis provided a limited number of sources relating to Iran. On
initial searches, the only outlets mentioned were the Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA),
Press TV, Mehr News Agency (MNA), Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB), and
Iran Economy News. With the exception of Iran Economy News, which has unclear
affiliations, all of the other outlets are directly run or heavily influenced by the Islamic
Republic of Iran. The research questions focused on independent news media, so these
outlets not included in the research sample.
Due to timing and language limitations, I decided to focus solely on English-language
outlets. There is no leading English-language news outlet, which focuses on Iranian issues
and is independent from Western corporate interests or the Islamic Republic's influence.
This made it extremely difficult to find specific outlets with enough adequate content during
the timeframe in question.
I emailed Iranian-American acquaintances and contacts at various news outlets for
leads. The individuals who replied to my inquiry did not provide any relevant leads, stating
that they either read the news in Persian, rely on pseudo-state run outlets, or just pay
attention to mainstream American news outlets.
I repeatedly searched Google to find websites that list Iranian news sources. This
proved somewhat helpful, as some websites had extensive lists with various types of news
outlets. I then went through the lists, following the hyperlinks or searching the news outlet
name in Google if the link was broken. Some websites did not load at all, which is likely a
result of an aggregator page that is outdated. Some of the websites were only in Persian,
with no links or information pointing toward an English-language affiliate. In all, I assessed
42 outlets and found that 22 of them had some English content. Despite this, many of the
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websites did not meet my criteria for useable sites due to their reliance on wire services,
government connections, or Western corporate ties. At this point, it became clear there was
a considerable lack of adequate English content. For this reason, I selected three different
types of news outlets from which to compile an adequate sample relatively close in size to
my American corporate media sample.
Al Jazeera was chosen because it is corporate but located in Doha, Qatar and focuses
on the Middle East. This news outlet is also a rising competitor to Western corporate news
media. Rooz Online came up frequently as the initial source for content found on pages the
online aggregator websites led me to. It is based in France and uses content from
independent journalists both inside and outside of Iran. Rooz’s focus on human rights and
freedom, including opposition to the Islamic Republic, makes this outlet a form of citizens’
media. Rooz Online acts as a balance to corporate and state-run news media. Iran Review is
likely based in Tehran and appears to be a lobby group for the Islamic Republic. The outlet
claims to be non-partisan, however two of their writers are former Islamic Republic
officials. Although I initially avoided state-run media, Iran Review is able to disseminate a
specific message under the guise of independent, scholarly reporting. This outlet acts as a
balance against Western corporate media and citizens’ media.
Google search engine offers a feature that allows a user to define a specific date range
and search for keywords. This feature was used to search for results from each of the three
outlets for the date range as well as the keywords "Iran" and "election" - essentially using
Google to mimic the previous LexisNexis search. Al Jazeera yielded a total of 27 results, 14
of which were determined to be relevant material for the research sample. Rooz Online
provided a total number of 43 articles with 31 deemed relevant, while Iran Review had 20
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pieces with 14 selected for the research sample.

Definitions
All of the articles that met the date range and search keywords were then cataloged on
a spreadsheet, including data for a series of characteristics. Each news outlet was placed on
its own page within the spreadsheet, for organization purposes. The information collected
included the headline, byline, dateline, section and page number, word count, and date.
Each element is defined in more detail below.
For the purposes of this study, the “headline” is the bold, bigger text at the top of each
article, usually consisting of a few words to briefly describe the content of the piece. Subheadlines and other text that falls below the headline but is not actually part of the particular
article were ignored for the purposes of this study. To clarify, all sub-headlines were also
excluded when calculating the respective article’s word count.
The “byline” consists of the primary author(s) of each article whereas “contributors”
are other journalists, independent or from within the same organization, that assisted with
research, and potentially writing, for the article in question. LexisNexis results made the
distinction between primary authors and contributors very clear. For instance, The New
York Times results used all capital letters for the name of each primary author, and labels
contributors as such. The Washington Post did not use all capital letters, however the
primary authors were shown next a category labeled “BYLINE” while contributors were
labeled in a similar way as The New York Times results. The majority of the Iran focused
news outlet content either did not have a byline, or listed a single individual in the byline.
Due to this, there were no distinct contributors to list for such articles.
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The “dateline” refers to the actual location where the story originates. It often consists
of a city and country, unless the city is well known enough to be listed alone. For instance,
an article regarding the actions of the Pentagon would likely list “WASHINGTON” as the
dateline. In this study, the dateline is significant because it illustrates a broader picture of
where the story actually originated.
The “section and page number” refer to the physical location within the newspaper
issue where the story appeared on the publication date. U.S. newspapers are often divided
into alphabetically categorized sections with page numbers to denote where the story was
published within that section. For instance, if a story is listed as “A1” this means that the
story began on the cover page of the newspaper. Many newspaper articles, and especially
important cover stories, begin on one page and are continued on a subsequent page (or
pages) usually in the same section; this is known in journalism circles as a “jump.” If a
story “jumps” the article is listed by the page on which it begins.
The “word count” refers to the number of words that appear in the text of the article.
This excludes the headline, sub-headlines, byline, contributors, dateline, and date. The word
count is a common way to measure the length of an article in journalism due to formatting
differences among print publications, and between print and digital media. Such differences
make other forms of measuring article length, such as line count, less accurate and reliable.
LexisNexis already calculates the word count for most of its archived newspaper articles.
For outlets that did not show a word count, including all the Iran focused content used in this
study, the word count was calculated using a common feature on Microsoft Word.
The “date” refers to the date the article was published. LexisNexis clearly lists the
publication date, which was an integral element to finding articles within the research date
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range. In online media, the date is commonly listed beneath the headline associated with the
article. However in a few instances the date was determined by a feature on Google search
engine that determines when the specific page hosting the article was last edited. This
feature was used to find articles within the research date range for Al Jazeera. For the other
two Iran focused outlets, I used a combination of the Google feature and searching through
archives.

Source Analysis
After the available information for each characteristic was catalogued on the
spreadsheet, the research sample articles were printed for further analysis. I then read
through each article and highlighted each unique source that was cited or directly quoted in
the story. The types of sources used in the articles featured a wide array of academics,
analysts, news media outlets, government officials, independent organizations, international
organizations, etc.
A source grid was added to the spreadsheet for each outlet, to organize and categorize
sources that were repeatedly mentioned. The New York Times and Washington Post
research samples were very similar, so this grid included three primary columns: U.S.
government, Romney campaign, and U.S. legislature. For each of these prominent source
columns, an "X" was used to checkmark the category. To clarify, it did not matter how
many instances or unique sources were mentioned within each specific prominent source
category, just that the entity was noted as a primary source for information used in the story.
The U.S. government category was intentionally broad, including any official in the
executive branch or judicial branch. For instance, the Obama administration, various
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cabinet members, Pentagon officials, and other federal officials (except members of
congress) were grouped into this category. They were grouped together because whether or
not the individual was speaking on the record, officially or unofficially, their voice was
backed by the legitimacy of the U.S. government.
The Romney campaign category encompassed the presidential candidate himself or
anyone speaking on his behalf, such as his campaign advisors and aides. The U.S.
legislature category included any U.S. congressman/woman or senator. This category was
distinct from the U.S. government column because several of the statements made by
individuals were oppositional views to the administration narrative. In the U.S., political
party distinctions are frequently used in reference to elected officials. Despite the increased
polarization of a presidential election year, it was unnecessary to include this information or
divide the U.S. legislature category accordingly, for the purposes of this research.
The three prominent source categories used for the Iranian focused outlets were based
on this framework. Instead of U.S. government, this category was switched to the Islamic
Republic. The Islamic Republic category encompassed any Iranian government official or
representative (except members of parliament), including the Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Khamenei, the executive administration, diplomats, and cabinet members. The second
column was labeled Opposition/Reform movement and was used indicate leaders and
members affiliated with the opposition movement in Iran. The last column was the Majles,
which is the Islamic Republic's name for their parliament. This includes any member of the
Iranian parliament and was included for comparison between the frequencies of U.S.
legislature sources compared with Iranian parliamentary sources. I also listed other
governments and organizations, as well as analysts and other media outlets that were cited.
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During the research, it became apparent that the Israeli government was cited frequently so
it became a part of the final source analysis.
In addition to the three prominent source columns for each outlet, there were three
more columns used to list media outlets cited in the story, international agencies and
governments, and scholars and analysts along with their affiliations. The goal of the source
analysis was to determine which entities were given attention and which entities were
largely ignored. In the findings section I will address the patterns that emerged.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Introduction
This study was designed to examine patterns in U.S. corporate news media
coverage of Iran, and how those compare with other media. U.S. corporate news media
are a large source of information for the American and global public, as well as policy
makers. The governments of the U.S. and Iran are at a critical juncture, requiring
appropriate foreign policy decisions to set the course for future relations. There are two
main viewpoints on the role of U.S. news media, normative (or liberal) theory and critical
theory.
In normative press theory, news media are perceived to act as a “watchdog”
keeping powerful elite individuals and groups in check, especially the government
(Siebert et al 1956, Picard 1985, Society of Professional Journalists 1996). The Social
Responsibility Theory of the relationship between the press and the state proposes this
belief. This theory was established by Siebert et al (1956) as one of their four theories for
the relationship between the press and the state. The Social Responsbility Theory states
that it is acceptable for journalists to go beyond reporting facts to provide some
interpretation, as long as they do so in a fair and accurate manner. This theory also laid
the foundation for the belief that professional journalists have a duty to inform the public,
so they are able to participate in the democratic process. Picard (1985) went on to add
the Democratic Socialist Theory of the press, which similar to the Social Responsibility
Theory ecompasses the “watchdog” role of news media. However, the Democratic
Socialist Theory goes further, considering news outlets to be a public utility that provide
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individuals with an opportunity to publicly express their views (Picard 1985, Ostini and
Fung 2002).
In critical press theory, news media are viewed as exclusive outlets that merely
disseminate the message provided to them by the government or other elite groups. The
concept is not that the government exerts direct control over news media but rather that a
series of structural factors alter the creation and distribution of news content. By altering
content, the news media have significant control over what the public knows, and
believes, about various news topics. Herman and Chomsky (1988) propose the
propaganda model, a prominent critical press theory, to explain how news content is
censored to the point of becoming merely propaganda for elite interests to manufacture
consent among the public.
Herman and Chomsky label these structural factors “filters” due to the way they
censor certain content; the authors propose five main filters in the propaganda model.
The first filter is the size, ownership and profit orientation of mass media. The second
and third filters include the control and censorship of content due to advertisers and the
sources of news content. The fourth filter is the greater attention given to negative
feedback from more powerful groups; the authors use the term “flak” to describe this
negative feedback. The fifth filter is the use of anticommunism as a control mechanism
to censor dissenting opinions. Although labeling individuals as Communists is not as
prominent today as it was when the propaganda model was published, this can be
equated to modern equivalent of labeling some liberals as “unpatriotic” to keep them on
the defensive (Herman & Chomsky 1988).
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Liberal and critical press theory are very different viewpoints, however both sides
emphasize the important role of news media in the democratic process as the arbiters of
information. News media outlets produce and disseminate the messages they deem fit for
the public, and in doing so, set the course for discussion and viewer attitudes. U.S. news
media are trusted to maintain their normative role as a “watchdog” and in faltering to do
so, can cause disastorus consequences. About a decade ago, misinformation and a lapse
of investigative reporting contributed to the U.S. government’s decision to invade Iraq.
This poses the question: how is Iran represented in (English language) news
media? Also, what type of Iranian news, free of government ties, is available for English
audiences? I used content analysis of five media outlets to answer these questions. The
main elements to the content analysis included: general characteristics, communicative
frame, content frame, and source analysis.
The news outlets selected for this study included The New York Times and The
Washington Post to establish the U.S. dominant narrative. Al Jazeera was included
because it becoming rapidly and provided content to the sample that is from a regional
source. Al Jazeera is based in Doha, Qatar but was included in the ‘Iran focused’ outlets
for the purposes of this study.
The other two outlets in the ‘Iran focused’ group were Rooz Online and Iran
Review. Rooz Online, based in France, is a web-based publication that provides
information about domestic affairs to a wider audience. Rooz Online’s “about us” page
states their stories are written by “independent and reformist journalist[s]” both within
and outside of Iran, with a focus on human rights and freedom. Iran Review is a source
that states they are non-partisan and non-governmental, although as the findings will
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indicate this is likely a misleading statement. Iran Review has definitive connections to
the Islamic Republic and features essay style articles, which are longer than most online
news outlet content. The outlet appears to be based in Tehran, although this has been
difficult to confirm.
The first part of the content analysis included looking at journalistic
characteristics that are frequently used in newspaper articles. These included the
headline, byline (author), contributors, dateline (location), section/page number, word
count, and the date.
The communicative frame indicates the type of reporting used in the news article,
which indicates how an event is covered. I used four different communicative frames in
my analysis: dominant frame, investigation frame, conflict frame, and human
interest/other frame. Each article was placed into only one frame for this part of the
analysis.
The content frame indicated how frequently certain types of events were covered
in the articles. I used six content frames including: U.S. officials abroad, Iran nuclear
program (including negotiations and sanctions), U.S. presidential election, Israel as a
Western ally, Iranian domestic event, and a general ‘other’ frame. If an article featured
more than one issue, it was tallied in each applicable frame, with the exception of the
‘other’ frame. If an article was placed in the ‘other’ frame this was because no other
content frames were applicable, and therefore was only tallied in that frame.
The source analysis was used to compare the number of articles that feature
prominent sources. There was a wide variety in article sourcing, including a number of
analysts and officials. The prominent sources used for comparison were: the U.S.
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government, Romney campaign, Israeli government, and Islamic Republic (government).
Each ‘prominent source’ included any official speaking on behalf of that organization
regardless of their actual position within the organization. For this analysis, I did not
count the number of times a source is mentioned within the article, just that the article
included that source at least once.
The findings show that despite frequent mentions of Iran in The New York Times
and The Washington Post, there are few in-depth news reports about what is happening in
Iran. During the research timeframe, the country had a divisive Parliamentary election
that was largely ignored by both publications. The impact of U.S. and EU imposed
sanctions on the Iranian public also received very little coverage, and a series of arrests
and human rights violations were only covered when the U.S. State Department released
a report. It appears that Iran is a talking point but not the subject of full analysis. The
dominant frame is used more frequently than any other by all five news outlets studied.
This indicates that news media are functions of the status quo within which they operate.
The majority of stories in the two U.S. newspapers focused on issues relating to
the U.S. presidential election and the Iranian nuclear program. Rooz Online focused
primarily on Iranian domestic events. Rooz Online, Al Jazeera, and Iran Review also
frequently covered issues relating to the Iranian nuclear program.
The source analysis showed that both U.S. newspapers cited U.S. government
sources more than any other and cited the Israeli government more than the Islamic
Republic. Rooz Online and Iran Review both cited the Islamic Republic most, followed
by the U.S. government. Al Jazeera cited the U.S. government more than the Islamic
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Republic, listing them in 10 and 8 articles respectively. This further bolsters the point
that news media maintain the status quo of their respective positions.
This study also showed that there is a significant lack of adequate independent
content in English covering issues of Iran. Out of 42 Iranian focused news outlets
researched, about half of them are available in English. Of this 22 English-language
news websites discovered, seven have clear state-ties and four rely almost exclusively on
wire services, often pulling content from state-run outlets. Some of the English outlets
were also rejected from the eventual research sample due to a low content output.
Although they post original content in English, they only post a few articles a month.

Research Sample
The news coverage of Iran in The New York Times and The Washington Post was
very similar. For the period of May 1 – August 1, 2012, The New York Times had 156
articles matching a LexisNexis query for the keywords “Iran” and “election.” The
Washington Post had 128 articles matching the same search critera.
Iran was not necessarily mentioned in the text of each article, as some of the
search results included text describing ‘related articles’ containing the word “Iran.” Most
of the articles in the search results mention Iran in the text, although less than a quarter of
the search results actually featured in-depth news discussion of Iran. After filtering
through and removing the opinion pieces, editorials, wire stories, and unrelated articles,
the research sample included 35 articles in The New York Times and 30 The Washington
Post.
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Number of Articles

Final Research Sample
NYT
WP
Rooz
Online
35
30
31

Al
Jazeera
14

Iran
Review
14

Total
124

From the 284 total articles across both outlets, 65 were considered adequate to be
included in the research sample. Some of the articles that mentioned Iran but were
removed focused on the Syrian conflict, Russia and China trade relations, and the
Egyptian election.
Rooz Online had a total sample of 43 articles, which was reduced to a research
sample of 31. Al Jazeera had 27 total articles and Iran Review had 20 articles; both
outlets had 14 articles each in the final research sample.
The findings show that while Iran is a frequent talking point in both U.S.
newspapers, there is a lack of serious coverage. The New York Times and The
Washington Post are well-respected news outlets in the United States, frequently viewed
as the de facto leaders in print journalism. Their leadership in the industry and lack of
adequate news reports indicates that other print publications are likely to have a similar
lapse in coverage.

Main Characteristics
Cover Page
The front page of a print publication, known as the cover page is very important
for a newspaper. The editor determines what stories go on the limited cover page space,
with the goal of drawing reader attention. If a story makes the cover page it generally
indicates there is a strong focus on that issue. This study does not have the ability to
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determine if stories were printed “above the fold,” which is an even stronger signifier of
attention given to a specific story or topic.
The New York Times had eight out of 35 articles on the cover page. The
Washington Post was less impressive with only four out of 30 articles featured on the
cover page. This puts the combined total at 12 of 65, which is less than one-fifth of the
total research sample for these newspapers.
Cover Page
NYT
Frequency
8
Percentage of Total
23%

WP
4
13%

Total
12
18%

Headlines on the cover page receive the most attention from readers. As with any
article, the headline is used to draw the reader into reading the story, which is especially
significant on the cover page. Although this study was not able to assess the “main
headline” for that day’s publication, the headlines of cover stories indicate which types of
articles from the sample received the most editorial attention.

The New York Times

Cover Page Headlines
The Washington Post

Romney Backs Israeli Position On Facing Iran

Romney: Iran 'containment' not an option

Romney Blasts Security Leaks As a Betrayal
U.S. Adds Forces In Persian Gulf, A Signal To Iran
In a World of Complications, Obama Faces a Re-election Test
2 Inquiries Set To Track Down Paths of Leaks
World Leaders Urge Growth, Not Austerity
U.S. Officials See Promising Signs For Iran Meeting
Iran Is Pressing For Top Official As Shiite Leader

Iranian threat to Navy grows
Romney promises a foreign policy shift
Iran's unsold oil kept on ships

An analysis of these headlines showed that Iran is seldom covered neutrally, and
is only considered in relationship to the U.S. government’s domestic or foreign policy
affairs. For example, five headlines refer to the U.S. presidential election, which is likely
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a result of the target audience for American newspapers. The headlines in The
Washington Post read: “Romney promises a foreign policy shift” and “Romney: Iran
'containment' not an option.” Similarly, in The New York Times, the headlines were:
“Romney Backs Israeli Position On Facing Iran,” “Romney Blasts Security Leaks As a
Betrayal,” and “In a World of Complications, Obama faces a Re-election test.”
Four of the headlines refer to Iran in a provocative manner. For instance a July
30th headline in The New York Times subtly phrased Iran as an enemy stating, “Romney
Backs Israeli Position On Facing Iran.” The keyword here is “facing” Iran, which in this
context appears to invoke conflict. The Washington Post had a similar headline on the
same day, quoting Romney’s statement that “Iran containment [is] not an option.” A July
3rd article in The New York Times also used similar language, stating that U.S. military
action is “a signal to Iran.” The Washington Post directly labels Iran as a “threat” in a
July 27th headline, “Iranian threat to Navy grows.”
Only one of the 12 headlines mentioned relations with Iran in a positive manner.
The New York Times headline from May 19th reads, “U.S. Officials See Promising Signs
for Iran Meeting.” There were also no cover page stories questioning the Obama
administration’s position on Iran.
Cover page headlines are an indicator of what topics are given the most attention.
These findings show that both U.S. newspapers give more attention to stories portraying
Iran as an election issue and as a threat. There is little information given about the
negotiation process regarding Iran’s nuclear program or the impact of economic sanctions
on the Iranian people.
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Authors and Contributors
The byline is a term used to refer to the author or authors of an article. This is
distinguished from the contributors, which provide research or some writing assistance.
The byline indicates which journalists primarily wrote the articles and can be used to
determine which authors come up regularly. Thomas Erdbrink, one of the few Western
journalists in Iran, works for The New York Times. He is on the byline for only four
articles and listed as a contributor for two an additional two stories.
Although assessing surnames is not the most scientific method of analysis, it is
clear that very few Persian surnames arose on the byline or were listed as contributors.
There was only one byline featuring an author with a Persian surname in the U.S.
corporate media sample. Tara Bahrampour wrote an article for The Washington Post
describing contributions Mossadegh, the popularly elected prime minister deposed in the
1953 coup, could have made towards democracy in Iran.
There are also a few contributors with Persian surnames, all of which work with
The New York Times. Artin Afkhami, an Iranian-American who previously worked with
the National Iranian-American Council, is a contributor for two articles. Additionally, the
names Ramtin Rastin and Somaye Malekian appeared on three articles listed with a
Tehran dateline. This indicates they are potentially freelance reporters or researchers.
It is difficult for a Western journalist to gain access to Iran. Many journalists have
been harassed or detained for trying to do so. Thomas Erdbrink is unique in his ability to
continue reporting for Western press from the Islamic Republic. News media are
generally looking for stories that others cannot get, so why is it that Erdbrink is listed on
so few articles? It is not a requirement to have a Persian heritage (or surname) to report
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on issues from Iran. As Said pointed out, many of the journalists writing these stories
come from a ‘Western perspective’ that may limit their knowledge of the culture and
potentially influence their coverage (Said 1981). Journalists working from outside of
Iran and not understanding the culture likely has an even bigger impact on news
coverage.
Iran Review has authors that were previously members of the Islamic Republic
government. Seyed Mohammad Sadeq Kharrazi was a two-time Deputy Foreign
Minister in the Islamic Republic. Seyed Mohammad Kazem Sajjadpour was an
Ambassador to the United Nations in Geneva for the Islamic Republic (UN). The
affiliations of authors were unclear but this indicates that Iran Review is far from
independent.

Dateline
The dateline is used to indicate where a report originates and often shows where
story was actually written. This information is often written at the beginning of an
article, simply stating the city where the event(s) took place. The dateline was apparent
for The New York Times and The Washington Post, however this information was unclear
for the Iran focused outlets in the study. The chart below illustrates the number of times
each dateline appeared in the research sample:
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City
Washington, D.C.
Other U.S. City
Tehran
Jerusalem
Other MENA*
Other

Dateline
Tally
NYT
WP
14
17
5
2
4
1
6
4
5
3
1
3

Total
31
7
5
10
8
4

NYT
40%
14%
11%
17%
14%
3%

Percentage
WP
57%
7%
3%
13%
10%
10%

Total
48%
11%
8%
15%
12%
6%

*Middle East and North Africa

The New York Times and The Washington Post each show a large majority of their
articles with a “Washington” dateline. Both papers combined for 31 of 65 articles, or
nearly half, about Washington, D.C. Only five stories have a “Tehran” dateline whereas
“Jerusalem” comes up twice as frequently. There are only 23 articles which feature a
dateline in the general region, compared with 42 articles from outside the area.
This showed that although these articles were about Iran, the stories primarily
revolve around events that take place elsewhere. This indicates the way U.S. corporate
news media primarily frame events in the U.S. context. International issues and events
are viewed and reported in way that generally focuses on the U.S. impact.

Word Count
The word count indicates the number of words in the text of each article. This is a
common measure or article length in print journalism and in critical media studies can be
used to quantify the attention given to particular issues. Print and web journalism share
an emphasis on providing a succinct and full story in each piece. The results did not
provide any particularly strong patterns, but did provide some insight about the
publications.
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Words per Article
<500
500 - 1000
1000 - 1500
1500 - 2000
2000+

Words per Article
<500
500 - 1000
1000 - 1500
1500 - 2000
2000+

Word Count Tally
NYT
WP
Rooz
Online
2
3
2
13
7
21
19
16
6
1
4
1
0
0
1

Al
Jazeera
4
10
0
0
0

Word Count Percentages
NYT
WP
Rooz
Al
Online Jazeera
6%
10%
6%
29%
37%
23%
68%
71%
54%
53%
19%
3%
13%
3%
3%
-

Iran
Review
0
2
5
6
1

Total
11
53
46
12
2

Iran
Review
14%
36%
43%
7%

Total
9%
43%
37%
10%
2%

Although the information was less relevant than expected, there are a few things
worth noting. Nearly 75% of Rooz Online’s stories were under one thousand words and
all of Al Jazeera’s stories were below one thousand words. This may indicate a couple of
things. This could show that the stories were rewritten or summarized from wire
services. This may also show that the article was written in Farsi then directly translated
to English.
The length of Iran Review’s articles makes sense upon review of the content. The
stories are written in a long essay format, which might indicate the goal of this news
outlet. Considering the longer essay style articles and some of the authors’ close
affiliations to the Islamic Republic, this news outlet is likely a lobby group of some sort.
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Frame Analysis
Communicative frames
Communicative frames, as laid out by Cottle and Rai (2008) are a way of
categorizing the way the story is presented. There were four communicative frames used
in this study. The dominant frame represents a story that strongly emphasizes a single
viewpoint throughout the article. The conflict frame is used when a story provides
opposing viewpoints on a specific issue. The investigative frame indicates a story that
provides insight which would not otherwise be known, typically through traditional
journalistic methods. The human interest/other frame is used when an article focuses on
a specific story, generally displaying something of cultural significance.
In this analysis, articles were tallied into the one category that was most fitting to
describe the style of the article. For instance, if the article mentions conflict but is mostly
the dominant position on the matter, it was only tallied in the dominant frame category.
Communicative Frames Tally
Communicative
NYT
WP
Rooz
frames
Online
Dominant
20
20
15
Conflict
12
6
13
Investigative
1
3
Human Interest/Other
2
2
3

+

Al
Jazeera
11
3
-

Iran
Review
9
5
-

Total

Communicative Frames Percentages
Communicative
NYT
WP
Rooz
Al
frames
Online Jazeera
Dominant
57%
67%
48%
79%
Conflict
34%
20%
42%
21%
Investigative
3%
10%
Human Interest/Other
6%
7%
10%
-

Iran
Review
64%
36%
-

Total

75
39
4
7

60%
31%
3%
6%
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All five outlets used the dominant frame more than any other. Four of the five
news outlets used it in well over half of their articles, with Rooz Online the lone
exception using it in 15 of 31 stories. When you average out the findings, 60% of the
total articles in the research sample exhibited the dominant frame. The high number of
one-sided articles indicates that the dominant frame is currently the status quo.
The conflict frame was the second most frequently used communicative frame in
the research sample, coming up half as frequently as the dominant frame. I also found
that this frame arose more frequently in Rooz Online and Iran Review than it did in The
New York Times and The Washington Post. This indicates that Rooz Online and Iran
Review provide opposing viewpoints more frequently than The New York Times and
Washington Post, when adjusted for sample size variance.
The investigative frame was not used in any of the ‘Iran focused’ news outlets. It
only arose in three Washington Post articles and was used once in The New York Times.
One reason for this may be the amount of resources necessary to create a truly
investigative article. A number of problems facing print journalism are well-known,
especially financial resources and conglomeration, which may be contributing to the lack
of investigative articles.
The human-interest frame did not come up at all in Al Jazeera or Iran Review.
This frame only came up a total of seven times, twice each in The New York Times and
The Washington Post, and three times in Rooz Online. Although Rooz Online only had
three articles matching the human-interest frame, this still comprised 10% of the total
sample for that outlet.
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The communicative frame analysis illustrates that the dominant frame is used
more than all the other frames combined. The dominant frame is used so frequently, it is
the status quo for this sample of news articles. Instead of journalists fulfilling their role
of investigating issues, it is clear they are merely passing on the narrative they are given.
Poor investigative journalism had severe repercussions leading up to the invasion of Iraq
and could be used in the same fashion to gain support for military intervention with Iran.

Content frames
The content frames were established to determine the main themes of each article
presented in the research sample. The frames analyzed included: U.S. officials abroad
frame (including Romney), Iran nuclear program frame (including negotiations and
sanctions), U.S. presidential election frame, Israel as Western ally frame, Iranian
domestic event frame, and a general ‘other’ frame. In this analysis stories were tallied in
multiple categories if applicable, with one exception. The story was tallied in the "other"
category if there were no frames that fit that material. The multiple counting affected the
percentage chart for this assessment, (allowing it to go beyond a 100% total).

Content frames

Content Frames Tally
NYT
WP

U.S. Officials Abroad*
Iran Nuclear Program**
U.S. Presidential Election
Israel as Western Ally
Iranian Domestic Event
Other

6
11
10
8
6
3

7
6
10
6
4
7

Rooz
Online
9
1
27
-

Al
Jazeera
3
7
1
4
4
2

Iran
Review
4
1
1
4
6

*Includes Romney, **Includes negotiations and/or sanctions
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Content Frames Percentages
Content frames
NYT
WP
U.S. Officials Abroad*
Iran Nuclear Program**
U.S. Presidential Election
Israel as Western Ally
Iranian Domestic Event
Other

17%
31%
29%
23%
17%
9%

23%
20%
33%
20%
13%
23%

Rooz
Online
29%
3%
87%
-

Al
Jazeera
21%
50%
7%
29%
29%
14%

Iran
Review
29%
7%
7%
29%
43%

*Includes Romney, **Includes negotiations and/or sanctions

Content Frames Totals
Tally
Content frames
U.S.
Iran
All Total
Total
Total
U.S. Officials Abroad*
13
3
16
Iran Nuclear Program**
17
20
37
U.S. Presidential Election
20
2
22
Israel as Western Ally
14
6
20
Iranian Domestic Event
10
35
45
Other
10
8
18

Percentage
U.S.
Iran
Total
Total
20%
5%
26%
34%
31%
3%
22%
10%
15%
59%
15%
14%

*Includes Romney, **Includes negotiations and/or sanctions

In U.S. corporate news media, there were 13 stories directly related to U.S.
officials (including presidential candidate Mitt Romney) traveling abroad. There were
zero similar stories in Rooz Online and Iran Review, and only three related stories in Al
Jazeera. This shows that the U.S. media emphasize Iran in stories about visits to other
nations, more so than other news outlets. To clarify, with the search query “Iran” and
“elections” 13 stories from the sample were primarily about a U.S. official or Romney
traveling abroad.
The Iran nuclear program frame included related negotiations and sanctions.
This was because during the sample timeframe, May 1 – August 1, 2012, there were a
series of negotiations between the Islamic Republic and P5+1, which consists of the
governments of Britain, France, China, Russia, Germany and the United States. There
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Total
13%
30%
18%
16%
36%
15%

+
were also a series of economic sanctions proposed by the U.S. and European Union
which went into effect during the research timeframe. The Iran nuclear program frame
appeared prominently in seven of Al Jazeera’s 14 articles. In The New York Times and
The Washington Post, 17 of the total 65 articles featured the Iran nuclear program frame.
This frame came up more frequently in the three ‘Iran focused’ outlets with a total of 20
from the 59-article sample. All five outlets averaged out using the Iran nuclear program
frame 30% of the time.
The U.S. presidential election frame did not come up in Rooz Online and was
only featured in one article each in the other two ‘Iran focused’ outlets. The U.S.
newspapers, by contrast, had 10 articles each using this frame. This combines for 31% of
the U.S. newspaper sample. The higher frequency of the U.S. presidential election frame
over the Iranian domestic event frame indicates that during the timeframe, issues
regarding Iran were framed more in terms of U.S. politics than Iran’s domestic position.
The Israel as a Western ally frame appeared in nearly 30% of Rooz Online's
articles with the Iranian domestic event frame comprising the majority with 87%. Over
one-fifth of the articles in the U.S. corporate media sample feature Israel's relationship
with the West, with The New York Times at 23% and The Washington Post at 20%. This
is more than Iranian domestic issues, which averaged out at 15% of the sample across
both U.S. newspapers.
The Israel as a Western ally frame arose with more frequency in the U.S.
newspapers than the Iranian domestic event frame. This indicated stronger attention
given to the U.S.-Israeli alliance than events occurring within Iran. Al Jazeera, by
contrast, featured the Iranian domestic event frame with the same frequency as coverage
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regarding Israel’s alliance with the West, as both frames came up four times each. Iran
Review and Rooz Online were the only outlets that covered Israel as an ally of the West
less often than Iranian domestic events. Rooz Online only had one story listing Israel as a
Western ally and 27 articles focused on Iranian domestic events such as the parliamentary
elections, local effects of sanctions and restriction of journalists.
The content frames indicate a strong preference by U.S. news media to frame
topics as how they relate to the United States. There is more attention given to Israel in
the U.S. newspapers, which further indicates this trend. The analysis also shows that the
Iranian nuclear program, and related negotiations and sanctions, is a significant topic in
all five news outlets. Also, despite the U.S. presidential election fervor in the U.S. media
during the summer months, there was only a single article in Al Jazeera and one in Iran
Review.

Source Analysis
The source analysis focused on prominent and frequently sourced organizations.
If a representative of the organization was used as a source in the article, it was tallied for
that source. In this way, little consideration was given to the number of times a source
was used, although that was taken into consideration for determining the communicative
frame. The goal of the source analysis was to provide insight to the number of articles
featuring the ‘voice’ of prominent sources.
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Sources Used in
Article
U.S. Government
Romney Campaign
Israeli Government
Islamic Republic

Sources Used in
Article
U.S. Government
Romney Campaign
Israeli Government
Islamic Republic

Prominent Sources Tally
NYT
WP
Rooz
Online
28
23
4
16
15
10
7
2
10
2
27

Al
Jazeera
10
1
3
8

Prominent Sources Percentages
NYT
WP
Rooz
Al
Online Jazeera
80%
77%
13%
71%
46%
50%
7%
29%
23%
6%
21%
29%
7%
87%
57%

Prominent Sources Totals
Tally
Prominent Sources
U.S.
Iran
All
Total
Total
Total
U.S. Government
51
20
71
Romney Campaign
31
2
33
Israeli Government
17
7
24
Islamic Republic
12
45
57

U.S.
Total
78%
48%
26%
18%

Iran
Review
6
1
2
10

Iran
Review
43%
7%
14%
71%

Percentage
Iran Total
34%
3%
12%
76%

Total
71
33
24
57

Total
56%
27%
19%
46%

All
Total
57%
27%
19%
46%

The New York Times and The Washington Post both used U.S. government sources
in over three-fourths of the sample articles, citing the U.S. government in 51 of 65
articles. Both newspapers combined to source the Romney campaign in 31 articles as
well. The Israeli government was a source in more articles than the Islamic Republic,
cited in 17 and 12 articles respectively. In The New York Times, 10 articles use the
Islamic Republic a source and 10 articles source the Israeli government. In The
Washington Post the Islamic Republic is sourced in two articles compared to the Israeli
government’s appearance in seven articles. “Israel” was not used as a keyword in the
initial search, yet the Israeli government was cited more frequently than Iran’s
government, in a publication based in the U.S. capital.
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Al Jazeera cited the U.S. government in 10 articles, which was more than the
Islamic Republic’s use as a source in eight reports. Al Jazeera cited the Islamic Republic
more frequently than the Israeli government, which was sourced in three articles. Rooz
Online, which appears to be a news outlet for the reform movement and human rights,
sourced the Islamic Republic most frequently including it in 27 stories. The news outlet’s
proclaimed focus may provide a rationale for the large number of article citing the
Islamic Republic. Their articles have a somewhat ‘reactionary’ tone, which requires
citing the Islamic Republic action to which they opposed. To clarify, several of Rooz
Online’s articles quote the Islamic Republic, directly or indirectly, and then provide a
series of viewpoints about the topic.
The Israeli government’s frequent presence in U.S. news articles about Iran
supported previous findings about the way U.S. news media frame international issues in
the context of domestic interest. It is understandable that Israel, as a close ally of the
U.S., appeared regularly in the discussion. That being said, when the Islamic Republic is
only sourced in two of 30 Washington Post articles about Iran, why is the Israeli
government sourced in seven articles? The election coverage and Romney’s trip to Israel
may explain the frequency of Israeli sourcing but there is no clear explanation for the
underrepresentation of the Islamic Republic.

Conclusion
There were many findings from this study that provided insight for the goal of the
project and research questions posed. The first major finding was the significant lack of
adequate, independent English-language content available about Iranian domestic issues
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and politics. Although there are a number of online news outlets that provide English
content on issues relating to Iran (I found 22) a large portion of them have state-ties or do
not produce original content. Several of the outlets that produce their own content do not
publish articles on a very regular basis.
A related finding from this study is the lack of in-depth news reporting provided
by The New York Times and The Washington Post on issues regarding Iran. From the
initial sample of 284 articles, the majority were opinion columns, wire services and
unrelated content. Only 65 of the articles actually contained relevant content that
primarily focused on Iran in some way.
Another important finding from this study was the frequency of the ‘dominant’
communicative frame. This frame appeared in the majority of content from four of the
five sources and was used more than any other frame in the fifth. The widespread usage
of this frame indicates that opposing viewpoints of all kinds are not being included in
most of the news content available on this topic. The frequency of the dominant frame,
the lack of investigative reports and the exclusion of other perspectives all played an
integral role in the prewar build-up prior to the U.S. invasion of Iraq. These findings
could be indicative of future problems if U.S.-Iran tensions continue to escalate.
The content frames showed how issues regarding Iran are narrowly framed by
their potential impact on U.S. political or economic affairs. U.S. corporate news media
had more articles about Israel’s close relationship to the West than they did about Iranian
domestic events. This indicates that issues facing Iran are either portrayed in a U.S.friendly context or are ignored all together. For instance, the cover page analysis shows
that little attention is given to the actual impacts of economic sanctions on the Iranian
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populace. However, the headlines illustrate that Iran is treated in a provocative manner
and viewed as a threat to national security.
The source analysis also shows how much attention is given to the Israeli
governments viewpoint. The Washington Post, a newspaper that circulates in the policymaking center of the U.S., only uses the Islamic Republic as a source in two articles. The
Israeli government is sourced seven times in the same sample. These numbers are
admittedly small but significant in the fact that Israel was not the topic being queried or
researched.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Introduction
This study was focused on discovering the way Iran was covered in the Englishlanguage news media during a three-month period over the summer of 2012. The goal
was to compare the coverage of Iran in U.S. corporate news media with content focused
from the Middle East and focused on Iran. This research was also aimed at determining
what English content is available outside of the dominant U.S. corporate news media.
The comparison included five news media outlets and was completed through content
analysis and source analysis. This research is relevant because U.S. corporate news
media have a large influence on the American and global public and policy makers.
The tense relationship between the United States government and Islamic
Republic of Iran has escalated since the early 2000’s when Iran expanded its nuclear
program to include a partially underground facility (Cable News Network 2009). The
U.S. government and its allies believe this is an indication that Iran is planning to use
their nuclear program for the proliferation of weapons. U.S. corporate news media have
repeatedly covered the story with this assumption, frequently citing U.S. government
official sources throughout their stories. The increasingly tense political climate
combined with the recent history of U.S. journalism’s investigative lapse prior to the
invasion of Iraq, create a dangerous recipe for disaster.
The New York Times and The Washington Post were used to establish the U.S.
corporate media dominant narrative. Both of these newspapers are leaders in print
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journalism with wide circulation and readership. These legacy news outlets are also
headquartered in large centers of political influence, both domestically and globally.
The other three news outlets used for comparison were outside of the American
mainstream but each was very different. Al Jazeera is a large, and rapidly growing,
corporate news outlet based in Qatar that specializes in covering events in the Arab
world. Rooz Online is a European-based website devoted to opposition and reform
views, with writers from both within and outside of Iran. Iran Review appears to be some
sort of lobby group which has former Islamic Republic officials on its writing staff. This
news outlet was not immediately discovered to be connected to the Islamic Republic.
While it was my goal to avoid state-run media in this project, including this outlet
provided a balance to corporate media and citizen’s media (represented by Rooz Online).
I searched for articles in all five news outlets from May 1 – August 1, 2012 for the
keywords “Iran” and “election.” I used LexisNexis for both U.S. newspapers and a
feature on Google search engine for the other three outlets. I then thinned the sample
down to articles that focus on Iran, in lieu of just briefly mentioning the country, and
removed opinion/editorial pieces. I also removed content directly pulled from wire
services. This provided a research sample of 65 total articles from the U.S. newspapers
and 59 articles from the other three outlets.
I used content analysis to compare relevant articles from all five news outlets.
The content analysis assessed general characteristics of the articles and included two
types of frame analysis, in addition to source analyis. There were a number of findings
that contributed to answering the research questions. The first key finding was the lack
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of in-depth articles about Iran in U.S. corporate news outlets. Another signficant finding
was the severe lack of original English content focused on Iranian events and issues.
The most important finding was the high frequency of the dominant
communicative frame in the content from each outlet. The source analysis also showed
that the Islamic Republic was cited less frequently in U.S. corporate media than the
Israeli government. In The Washington Post, the Iranian government was only used as a
source in two of 30 articles – about Iran. These findings showed a strong preference for
the dominant perspective in corporate news media. This establishes the dominant
narrative, regardless of which opinion is dominating the story, as the status quo in
journalism.
These findings support Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model which lays out
the structural flaws of corporate media that alter content. The authors state that news
content is “filtered” in a number of ways so that the final product merely echoes the
interest of elite individuals and institutions (1988). This relates to agenda setting theory
which states that news media set the limits of public discussion with the content they
distribute. Using Bernard Cohen’s words, although it may be unclear if news media tell
people “how to think” it does tell them “what to think about” (1963).

Representation of Iran
There is a significant lack of in-depth news reporting in both U.S. newspapers
used in this study. There are very few articles that focus on Iran although Iran is
frequently mentioned in relation to other events. Syria was a common theme throughout
the sample, where Iran would be mentioned as a regional ally or providing military
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support to the Syrian regime. The future of foreign relations for Egypt after their election
over the summer was also a common theme. In articles with this theme, Israel would
often come up as a future foreign policy issue for shifting Arab states in the region. Iran
would then be introduced as a talking point in the regional political atmosphere.
The way that Iran was used as a talking point is also evident in the research
sample numbers. The initial sample, after the LexisNexis query, was 156 articles in The
New York Times and 128 articles in The Washington Post. This combined for a total of
284 articles, with only 65 considered adequate for the research sample. This means that a
total of 219 articles were removed from the sample. Articles were removed for a number
of reasons, most frequently because they were opinion columns, were completely
unrelated, or only mentioned Iran once or twice despite the article having a different
focus.
Edward Said first analyzed the way people of “the Orient” are represented by
those in the “Occident” (1978). He theorized that media representation of the region and
people is misrepresentative, which contributed heavily to misunderstanding. In media
studies, absence is nearly as important as presence, and in this case, U.S. mainstream
news media clearly lack in-depth discussion of Iran and the issues facing the Iranian
people.
The cover page headline part of the content analysis shows that provocative
stories are given more attention than stories that feature problems faced by the Iranian
public. This illustrates Said’s thoughts on representation of “the Other” (1978). In U.S.
news media, Iran is often portrayed as as a military threat to the American public. Iran is
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also framed as a threat to “regional stability” in the Middle East, which ignores the two
recent U.S. invasions that destabilized the region.
The demonizing representation or Iran is nothing new from the U.S. as Said writes
about extensively in Covering Islam (1981). Writing the book as the Iranian hostage
crisis unfolded, Said pointed out a number of problems that affected coverage of the
“Arab world” in Western media. He primarily notes journalists’ poor understanding of
local languages and cultures, which can impact they way they cover news events. Just
the inclusion of Iran in the Arab world by some Westerners is indicative of this point.
Western journalists are forced to rely on other source because they are usually barred
from entry into Iran, with the exception of New York Times bureau chief Thomas
Erdbrink. Although few journalists have access to the country, they are equally affected
by a lack of understanding in reporting on issues from Iran. This may be rooted in a
misunderstanding of the Shi’i tradition, which is frequently framed by outsiders as
militant and aggressive. This misunderstanding may be related to the actions of the
Islamic Republic, which does not necessarily always follow common Islamic belief.
Discourse analysis could be used for further research to provide more insight into
this finding. Although I charted each outlet to organize the findings, doing a full matrix
to fully compare each aspect of every article would be interesting. For instance, how
many times is Iran mentioned as threat, directly or indirectly, and in what types of stories.
In this study opinion pieces were removed to focus time and effort on stories labeled as
news content. Including all types of stories may provide futher context into how Iran is
framed when journalistic integrity is willfully put aside.
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Lack of Content
This study proved there is a severe lack of relatively independent English news
outlets that cover Iran. There is plenty of state-run media content and a number of
Western media outlets that discuss Iran but not in an equally representative fashion. The
lack of of English language independent content caused a big problem during this
research study. Finding adequate material was considerably more difficult than initially
anticipated. I mistakenly presumed that with the rapid advances in information and
communications technologies (ICTs) there would be abundant news coverage of Iran.
Searching the Internet led to a large amount of Persian content, some of which
had been translated into English. I discovered 42 websites that featured relevant content
for assessing the research questions. The majority of these outlets primarily focused on
provding Persian content, although 22 of the them also had some English content. Of the
22 sources that provided English content, seven had clear state-ties, one was not current
news content but rather historical information, and four of the outlets only hosted wire
service content. The lack of independent English outlets makes it more difficult for
consumers to get news from inside Iran that has not been heavily censored by the ISalmic
Republic government.
There are a few major factors that contribute to the lack of available content. First
and foremost, the Islamic Republic’s tight control of media makes it more difficult for
news stories to reach Western outlets. Many Iranian news outlets have direct ties to the
Islamic Republic. For instance, Kayhan International’s chief editor was appointed by,
and represents, the Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khameini (Slackman 2007). The Islamic
Republic also heavily restricts journalists, especially those working for Western news
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outlets. In one case, an American journalist who had worked for NPR and BBC was
detained on allegedly fabricated charges (National Public Radio 2009). The same article
cites a Committee to Protect Journalists report listing Iran as the “sixth-leading jailer of
journalists.”
Access to content is a key method for resisting the power of media hegemony.
Antonio Gramsci wrote about the benefits of using “soft power” to influence the public,
through coercion instead of direct force. People are inclined to resist direct force but
coercion is harder to detect and easier to accept (Gramsci 1971). The lack of free content
makes it considerably more difficult for an individual to circumvent the dominant
narrative they are told. In this way, they are more susceptible to coercion as it is their
only choice. The modern political landscape of the Middle East is marked by examples
of U.S. “soft” power, and sometimes tangible support, leading to the rise of political
groups. One example of this was the rise of Al-Qaeda, initially a group of radicals
recruited to fight the Soviets in Afghanistan that became organized and strengthened by
U.S. assitance (Friedman 2004).
Mainstream U.S. media disseminate propaganda in this “soft” method on a
regular basis. As Gerald Sussman indicates in The Propaganda Society (2011), the Bush
adminsistration hired 75 top generals to disseminate the administration’s message across
various cable and print news outlets, under the guise of working as ‘military analysts’ for
such organizations. The use of propaganda in this manner is a clear example of how a
“free press” does not necessarily mean an independent press. McChesney stated that
“journalism can never be an entirely neutral enterprise” (1997: 9). That being said, in
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their traditional role, news media can strive for more than independence than they do
currently.
Herman and Chomsky address the use of analysts when they layout the
propaganda model. They state that the “experts” used by news media outlets are rife
with conflicts of interest. The authors specifically cite General Electric’s financial
support of the American Enterprise Institute, which results in assistance disseminating the
conservative business message (1988). Although I did not include the specific thinktanks cited in the research content, in my analysis, this would be a good area for future
research. Think-tanks and other analysts are pulled into news media to provide an
‘outside’ expert opinion but rarely do so. Sussman also provides an example that this is
not limited to military analysts and government insiders with conservative affiliations.
Television host Chris Matthews invited Tom Ridge on his program to discuss economic
recovery, in which Ridge plugged the expansion of nuclear energy. It was never
disclosed that Ridge received over $1 million as a board member for a nuclear power
company and still held stock in the company. It was also ignored that MSNBC,
Matthews’s network, is owned by GE which also builds nuclear power plants and reactors
(2011: 15).

Dominant Frame as Status Quo
The research study showed that across all five outlets, the dominant frame came
up more than any other. This indicates that the majority of articles provided only a single
view on the topic addressed in the story. In The New York Times and The Washington
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Post, the dominant position of the article was commonly the U.S. government’s narrative
with virtually no examination of the assertions made by administration officials.
The reiteration of the U.S. government’s content in two of the most trusted
American news outlets is alarming for good reason. U.S. officials frequently indicate
their belief that the Iranian nuclear program is designed to make nuclear weapons for the
Islamic Republic. There is no clear evidence available to the public that backs up this
claim but it is essentially reported as fact. This is reminscent of the 2002/2003 pre-Iraq
War build-up, in which the Bush administration repeatedly claimed that Saddam Hussein
was trying to develop weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). In 2004, this claim was
discovered to be patently false, based on bad information the government should have
known was faulty. By 2004, when the truth came to widespread attention the U.S. was
already in the midst of long military campaign in the country.
Journalists have two important roles to fulfill in the democratic process. First,
they must investigate stories, look beyond government claims, and find the truth so they
can share this knowledge with the public. Second, they must keep authority figures in
check with their constant attention to, and questiong of, the motives behind the actions
they report on (ITVS). Herman and Chomsky argue that this is not possible due to the
corporate structure of news media (1988). Although news media have some investigative
triumphs, such as exposing the Watergate scandal, they predominantly express elite
interets. Mainstream media in the U.S. have consistently faced a for-profit structure and
corporate ownership, and while no era stands-out as a “golden age” for journalism, it
appears to be getting worse with current conglomeration trends. It appears that elite
interests, both institutional and individual, in theory must tone down the one-sidedness of
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their messages to maintain credibility in a competetive market. When the competition
aspect is removed, these elites have more control over the dominant message, and with it
more control to set the agenda as they see fit.
Individuals have little power to impact the content of mainstream media, however
they are not blameless in this situation, as is evidenced by the popularity of outlets with a
nearly obvious ideological slant such as Fox News and MSNBC. The Internet can
empower individuals, give them a chance to network and produce their own content, and
in effect circumvent the “powers that be.” The emergence of citizens’ media indicative of
this possibility. However, the blame does not rest entirely on the public because, using
Greenwald’s analogy of a formerly fenced in dog, people are unaware they must venture
beyond the mainstream content they are exposed to (2010).
The unchecked focus on the U.S. government narrative news coverage of Iran
became more evident with the source analysis findings. Out of the 30 articles in the
research sample from The Washington Post, only two cite the Islamic Republic
government as a source. This lies in contrast to the seven articles that cite the Israeli
government in some way. U.S. corporate news media frame events in the way they affect
the U.S. and its allies. The Israeli government is closely allied with the United States
government, and both nations have a number of shared interests, so it makes sense for
Israel to come up in the discussion in some way. The fact that Israel is given more
attention in stories about Iran than the Iranian government, however, further proves
Said’s points about representation. Israeli government officials may not technically be in
the “Occident” but in the context of potential hostilities with Iran, these individuals
reflect the dominant U.S. narrative similar to U.S. government officials, instead of
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providing an opposition viewpoint. It is undestandable for journalists to get information
from a regional U.S. ally, but they should also be getting information from the Iranian
government or Iranian people about issues facing their country. The lack of this
opposition perspective indicates a clear underrepresentation of Iranians in articles that
discuss Iranian issues.
It must be reiterated that all five outlets exhibited the dominant frame more than
any other. This indicates that media outlets act as functions of the status quo. In other
words, news media share the information they are given with little attempt to include
opposition viewpoints in their content. This is further supported by the low number of
investigative frame articles in the sample. Out of the 124-article research sample only
four had were investigative pieces, all of which were in the U.S. corporate media sample.
This shows the trend is not limited to U.S. media but inherent across different styles of
news media.
In future research, a larger sample would contribute to studying this trend. A
more inclusive sample would help determine if the dominant frame is common to all
news topics or just isolated to the coverage of Iran. Reports regarding U.S. foreign policy
make-up a large portion of U.S. news media content. Determing if the status quo is the
same in U.S. foreign policy actions with allies or just “regimes” that “threaten” U.S.
interests, would provide deeper insight to this topic.
Limitations and Future Research
This project was limited by a number of factors. First, the scope of the project
was scaled back due to the limitations of researching this topic with only one researcher
in a relatively small timeframe. More researchers working on this project would have
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allowed me to increase the sample size and timeframe used for data collection. I would
have also been able to include more available news outlets and investigate them more
thoroughly. The extra time and assitance would have given the project a more robust
sample provided the ability to code the data seperately and compare results. More
researchers would have also given me the chance to discuss the findings in more detail
and perhaps analyze them from multiple perspectives.
Second, my inability to speak Farsi greatly reduced my ability to find
independent, original content. Having a translator or interested researcher fluent in Farsi
would have helped me considerably. This also would have added an entire dimension to
the project that was simply unavailable to me. Comparing the original Farsi writing with
its English translation may yield some releavant results, especially if the same content
was translated by different types of news media. There was considerably more content
available in Farsi. Assessing what content was translated into English may provide some
insight into topics considered important for a wider global audience.
Including social media would be a significant contribution in future research.
Citizens’ media appear to fill a gap that corporate media overlook, however “word of
mouth” news travels quickly across the globe via social networking platforms. It would
be interesting for a social science researcher to tap into these individualized networks and
view the content flows. A computer-savvy researcher could even approach this from a
more quantitative standpoint using software to track such content flows.
Adding an interview phase would help determine where Iranian-Americans turn
for news about Iran. Do they rely on state-run media from Iran? Independent outlets
operated outside of Iran? Or do they use social media predominantly? Another question
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wroth investigating is, does an individual’s choice of news outlet have any correlation to
their political views on Iran? There is research comparing news viewers and their
understanding of world events, although many of these studies are U.S.-centric. To study
this, other factors must be addressed, including demographics and self-identity, which
may have a greater impact on political opinion.

Conclusion
The future of U.S.-Iran relations relies on several factors including a wellinformed American public. The failure of journalism in the 2002/2003 build-up to the
Iraq War has proven the consequences of not questioning the dominant narrative.
Traditionally, journalists have a responsibility to keep the powerful in check, a task which
they are already slipping on with their poor coverage of Iran. This study proves that Iran
was systematically underrepresented during the 2012 U.S. presidential campaign season
in two legacy print publications. Although three-months is a short timeframe, it is a
recent example that confirms Said’s writings about misrepresentation are still relevant,
apparently with little change, over three decades later.
The U.S. corporate news media do a poor job of covering Iran in an equitable
manner. The power differences between the two nations only further magnifies this
problem. The U.S. is a dominant hegemonic core-state trying to limit Iran’s regional
political and economic power. Meanwhile, Iran is in the semi-periphery, trying to
maintain its regional status and on the way to becoming a force in the global economic
system.
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Although the U.S. presidential election framed the entirety of this study, the issue
of Iran was addressed much less than the economy and other foreign policy concerns in
the overall campaign. Both candidates appeared to hold similar views on how to “deal
with” Iran, which included reminding Israel and Iran that military force is a very possible
outcome. There was little discussion of re-opening diplomatic relations with Iran and
encouraging more dialogue between the U.S. and Islamic Republic governments.
The U.S. government, Israeli government, and U.S. corporate media all use
provocative language in the way they discuss Iran and its nuclear program. The dominant
narrative initiated by the U.S. government and echoed in both legacy newspapers
reverberates across the political spectrum and American public discourse, in part because
people do not understand Iran. This is another point Said brought up nearly 35 years ago,
yet it is still true today. Many Americans are well aware of the Iran hostage crisis but
many do not understand the steps which led to it. The events which directly led to the
Islamic Revoultion and eventual take over of the U.S. embassy in Tehran were put in
motion with a CIA coup in 1953.
Ignoring the past and ignoring facts that do not fit one’s version of events is not
the way to avoid conflict. U.S. news media must analyze the current situation, including
its historical context, to spread understanding to the American people. As shown by
Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model, there is little chance mainstream news media
will change their news coverage away from presenting elite interests. Sussman provided
recent examples of the way analysts and other “experts” are able to provide a seemingly
outside perspective, while actually just furthering the corporate news media agenda. In
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this regard, it appears nearly inevitable that dominant news media will guide public
support towards whichever outcome the U.S. government determines is most fitting.
This study proves that during the U.S. presidential campaign season, investigative
journalism was nearly absent. Despite this, there is a glimmer of hope that the previous
failure of news media may increase the motivation for American journalists to investigate
government claims more fully. There are several cases where obtaining exlcusive
information and breaking a potentially damning story benefited a professional journalist’s
career. That being said, professional journalists are constrained by the systems within
which they operate, which ironically act in a way that limits their ability to perform the
normative role they value so highly. Although an individual can obtain and disseminate
information, it is highly unlikely there will be a dramatic enough shift in the current
system that would allow professional journalists to significantly alter the course of U.S.Iran relations.
Increasing competition to U.S. news media from alternative information sources,
such as Al Jazeera and citizens’ media outlets, may force some change in the way U.S.
dominant news outlets operate. At this point, however, these news outlets do little more
than provide an avenue for individual news consumers to circumvent mainstream content
promoting the U.S. government narrative. Even if outlets such as Al Jazeera are able to
rise up as serious contenders to the dominant U.S. news media, there is a good chance
they will simply promote their own corporate and political agendas. The future of the
conflict between the United States government and the Islamic Republic of Iran is
uncertain, but whichever direction future events go, U.S. corporate news media will
certainly play a vital role in the process.
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